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Text Books for 1913 
STUDENTS are reminded that we hold the Largest Stocks of University Text Books in the City, and that in conse-
quence they are more likely to find the Book they want 
with us than would be the case elsewhere. 
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
We rave decided to give Large Discounts to Purchasers of this 
year's Text Books in order that our customers . 'Yill not te buying at a 
disad vant<1ge in giving us their patronage. From the ordinary selling 
price a deduction of 2d. off every shilling will be made, equivalent to 
16% per cent. Net Books will be supplied Net, which is equal to a 
discount of 20 per cent. 
First-year men and others will also find that our stock of second-hand 
Texts, etc., which is the largest in the city, will afford them many 
opportunities of getting their books at a less price than elsewhere. 
Students are reminded that we are buyers of Text Books in large 
and small quantities, awl they are invited to send us the Books they 
have finished with. 
HIGHEST PRICES GIVEN FOR SALEABLE BOOKS 
Geo. H. BARKER 
Bookseller to University Library and University Undergraduates College 
233 ALBERT STREET, BRISBANE. 
'Phone 3299 
,------------------·------------------~ 
GRAY'S THE HOME OF I GOOD FOOTWEAR 
238, 240 George St., Brisbane. 
Ever Notice our Windows? 
If not, will you make a point of doing so next 
time you are in our neighbourhood 
Two Doors from Queen Street 
Here are two illustrations of some of the styles in 
Boots and Shoes we stock. Come in and see how 
much better the Footwear looks on the foot than 
on the paper. 
REPAIRS NEATLY EXECUTED. 
~-----------------------·-------·------' 
After all the difference bet\'Veen the 
' good Suit and the bad, lies 
chiefly in the way it is cut and made up. 
You can get good material in many places, 
but in only a few can you get that distinctive-
ness of style and cut which makes the clothes 
"hang well." Don't risk uncertainties-
go to BURT'S whose Th B 
reputation a ·sures you of e est 
University Gowns 
Mortar Boards 
Sporting Wear of 
all kinds. 
I 
I 
I 
For Everything of High Quality in GENTLEMEN'S WEAR 
B. G. BURT LIMITED 
TAILORS MERCERS HATTERS 
EDWARD STREET, BRISBANE. Phone 1569. 
1 
~......................................... , 
'.f clepbone 2471. 
R. l-LULSEN 
OFTICJAN 
Rdward Street, 
Opposite l'owe'~ Cafe. 
'PHoN B 780 
HERBERT C. REEVE 
:,OLICITOR 
Colonial l\1ntua1 nnildings. 
62·64 Queen St., Brisbane Near Town Hall 
MISS LUCY BAKER 
Licentiate Pi·llli,t<', R. \.1\I , \ s~uciate :\fu~. T.C.L. 
PrAr<<W!IIt~ Pr.AYtr-:c ., Sor.o ~rrq;J!'G. HAR ~ru:-;v 
AND C oL.'< rFro•otNT. Tu~:oRY Cr.As,Es 
En!'agement' acc.t:pted for Concerts. T~rms 0!1 Application 
Telephone 2580 
Miss M. E. McKILLOP 
AUSTRAL COLLEGE 
162 Ann Street 
Exams. . c 1 ,:, "· s, rlne\. Melbc·lll 11c and 
Q:ICen' and Uni.versitie' 
Class and Pnvate Tuit•on: 
Dr::~wing. Paintmg, Dancing. etc. 
'PI-101\E 18(i!). 
A. R. SPENCER 
E~GI.ISH DJ<: TIST 
jAnd Registered by the Medical Council of Lond4'n) 
3 Gold 1\tedals. 2 Special Firsts. 
Silver ~Iedal and 36 J/irst Prizes. 
12 QUEEN S'L'Rl<:ET. For Artifical Teeth, etc. 
BRISP.ANl<:, NEAR BKIOGE. 
LEON ARD FRANCIS 
VOICE CULTlVATION A N • SINGING 
One Subject Only. 
Treasury Chambers, 
George Street. 
One Subject Thoroughly. 
Phone 48 
MR. PERCY BRIER 
F.T.C L., L.R.A . l\1., A.R.C.O. 
PIANOFORTE PLAY I :-;c;, .\CCOM I' AN IMJ<:NTS, HARMONY, 
CouN'r~:r<I'OINT, l'cl<~t. AKD CoMPosiTioN, liTe. 
Engagements acceptl"d a~ Solo Pianist or Accompanist for 
Concerts, At Hom~ •. etc. Fee· on Appli cation 
J'IIE PIA!\OLA Co., Pttries' Bight. 
Box 406, G .P.O. T clephone 13i7 
URE & NICHOLSON 
J ohn Francis U re. Frederick Charles Nicholson 
SOLICITORS 
Adelaide Street, 
Brisbane 
And at Beaudesert, 
Woodford, and Kilcoy 
MISS TODD, L.T.C.L. 
(Gold Medallist) 
Voice Production, Pianoforte, Harmony 
454 George St. {Sleath' s) and Toowong. 
Bookseller to the Queensland 
University Union 
A. McLEOD 
STATIONER 
Elizabeth Street, 
Brisbane 
WHEN YOU REQUIRE PROMPT 
PRINTING 
send it to THE CARTER-W ATSON 
CO , P1 inters, Stationers, Bookbinders, 
Paper Rulers, Embossers, Gold Stampers, 
65 Elizabeth Street, Brisbane. 
1 KING & KING 
LIMI"i'ED. 
Sole Agents for the following 
Standards of Excellence 
PIANOS 
THE FAMOUS ROGERS-A Briti~h 
triumph in Piano construction, per-
fection of touch and tone. 
THE SPO ~NAG E L-Brilliant tone, 
handsome finish, perfect touch. 
THE \V A LDEMAR-A high-grade Piano 
w1th a 30 years' reputation in Australia 
THE ZIMMERMANN-A Piano ofh1gh 
rank, full rich tone, built for wear. 
THE CABLE-American Piano, durable, 
rich m tone, magnificent. 
ORGANS 
MASON & HAMLIN-Standard of the 
World. 
HAMILTON-A reliable medium-priced 
Organ. 
A. L. WHITE, FOLDING-The finest 
Folding Organ made. 
THE P A THEPHONE 
The Machine with the human voice. 
1t reproduces faithfully the highest class as 
well as popular music, an educator, and an 
entertainer. 
VIOLINS 
The Famous Duretta Strings and Music 
Sundries. 
TUNING and REP AIRING 
We guarantee satisfaction in this depart-
ment. Our head tuner has tuned for Melba 
Concerts and leading Southern Musical 
Festivals. Yearly Contracts arranged. 
Old Pianos taken in exchange 
and Usual Terms Allowed 
KING & KING'S 
MUSIC WAREHOUSE 
QUEEN STREET BRISBANE 

We Are 
University Gown 
Specialists 
FOR the opening of t_he Queet~sland Universi~y we had the honour of bemg appotnted to manuracture the 
Robes used by the Senators. All the principal 
Robes appearing at this function were made in our work-
rooms. 
The Gown for the First Degree conferred by the 
Queensland University was designed and executed by us. 
We are expert makers of every class: of Hood and 
Gown for any University Degree. 
We have the correct colours and shapes for Hoods 
of , every Degree. 
A large stock of Undergraduates Gowns ready for 
the new term. Clerical, Barristers, K. C., and Music Gowns 
in stock or to order. 
Tailoring Department -
Not only do we cater for the more expensive high· 
grade branches of the trade, but we can supply you 
with garments suitable for hard everyday wear. We 
make Tweed and Serge Suits to order from 84/-, and 
have an immense variety of Smart Ready-to- Wear 
Garments in our Ready- to- Wear Department, first 
floor. The distinguished cut, style, and finish of our 
Tailoring places our Made-to-Order Garments in a 
class peculiarly its own. 
If interested we shall be delighted to see you. 
A CORDIAL INVITATION 
l s extended to Students and all personally 
interested to call around and inspect our dis-
play of Univel"sity Gown;; and Hoods, and to 
thoroughly examin~ the materials from which 
these articles are made. There is no obligation 
to purchase -just pay us a friendly call. 
ROTHWELL'S LIMITED 
EMPORIUM FOR ALL STUDENTS' SUPPLIES 
EDWARD STREET BRISBANE 
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Editorial. 
DREAMS ACADEMIC. It is not sufficiently a perennial watch-
One man, with a drram, at pleasure word. It is true that it sometimes is; 
Shall go forth and conquer a crown. bul it is too often an intermittent cry 
-The Music-Makers called into resonance by a real or alleged 
infringement of student~' rights by those 
T seems much disputed who administer. ~o that, commonly 
whether dreams have enough, the intervals between its utter-
their place here. The ance are filled with a kind of flippant 
University slogans are tom-fooling with things in general. Then 
commoniy becoming some afternoon some Senate has the 
energic, practical, and effrontery to resolve that it 'wants to keep 
even 1.ililitarian. The its furniture whole, or wants to send 
students of some Fni- a couple of its Profes ors to Brazil for 
versities-and, hap- He search in the io terests of the Broad 
pily, they are not generally British; World, and straightway a justly-incensed 
though Britons are not blameless here Students' Association swears a trucu-
-candidly proclaim that ''the Degree's l0nl oath: that its life here is intensely 
the thing," and that, costing, as it does, 0arnest; that it therefore has responsi-
so many months of their va1uable lives, hilities-right ; that these must be re-
and so many Pounds in Hard Cash, to cognized; lhat it is not consistent with 
get, they're determine l to '·facr Reality," thr having of responsihilit;es that its use 
(as they sal'), and put the thing on a of University furniture should be any-
strictly financial basis of usefulne 'S. way restricted; nor consistent with the 
Well, they have their _rew~rd. They'll having of rig his that its Teaching-staff 
get their Degrees; nothmg 1s more sure should he meddled with by any Senate, 
to come about. But they'll get no more. however wise. 
There is another kind of slogan which These watchwords o( theirs, we say, 
is better. It harps upon this: "our life .as to earnestne s, and so forth, are well 
here is intensely earne.:;t"; and "we're enough in the abstract; but in the ab-
here to do something very definite"; and stract they are rare. But yet that is, after 
so on. This looks and sounds very well; all, somelhing to be thankful for; what 
and so it is, regarded abstract!Y. But wr mean is that such things are best 
there is a flaw in the 'tone of 1his when not talked about. \Vhen they're 
academic call; and that is, that it is ,1 cried about, their sincerity tends to come 
uttered not enough apart from mere ~~,, to be questioned. It is as if a man 
squabbling with University authorities. L_. !_ , , , 
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should gel up and declaim in passionate 
speeches about his love for his Mother, 
or for his J3eim~ed; 1hat practice in the 
Lovers in literature is always distressing 
Can a man keep nothing to himself? 
And if a man can foster anything in 
his own bosom. should it not be ex-
periences of this kind? Their fruits 
show them eJve · in deeds ; it is a far 
lighter thing that they . hould he pub-
lished in words. Draw the analogy be-
tween the human maternal relationship 
and that of a man with his alma mater/ 
then prating about Earneslne ", and the 
res!, will not be so cheap, and will be 
quite disso<·iatecl from internal academic 
qnabbles. Human nrrtnre, it is true, 
will 1not allow all talk about these things 
to be puL onl for evPr; a man with 
the glamour of Oxford upon him never 
should nor would hr restrained from 
"rambling on." But words should be 
incidrntal and subordinate to deeds 
which bear their mark in their fore-
heads. And that presupposes a Visi_on. 
Arid that is the point. \Ve press the 
question again, then: Is there no place 
here for Dreams? And rrgain,-it is dis-
puted. 
Men use"d to stay longer at a Univer-
sity than they do now. The course in 
Arts at O~rford at one time extended 
over many years. ·There is the Addison 
walk, too; and thr very name is rich 
in a meditative meaning. Milton wrote 
that at Cambridge which was the work 
of a man apparently little hampered by 
acadf'mic time -tables. Gibbon said that 
the fourteen years he spent at Oxford 
were not profitable. De Quincey was 
very li1erally an Oxford dreamer. Wil-
Jiam Pitt had his University Economi'c 
dreams. and mastered the ·"\Vealth of 
Nations" there. l\'o doubt a man went 
once to Oxford much in the ordinary 
course of Nature. As the Son of a 
Nobleman, or as a prospecth'e Lawyer, 
Ch1.uchman or StatPsman, the motive 
within him of complPting a traditional 
way of getting eduratrd was as strong 
as any. 1\fpn do not so much do so 
now. Crrtain ly men do not yet gener-
ally come to the University of Queens-
land in that way. Thry come frequently 
at their own rxuense, and in many cases 
sacrifice m11C'h ·to do so. l\fen did go 
, 
to Oxford in general not with much 
teleological notion of the value of a De-
gree. Some of the great ~irits, as a 
fact, ''Tent down frmn Oxford and Cam-
bridge \Yithout degrees, and did not, ap-
parently, think they had missed their 
mark so. But here, e'ren though students 
do sometimes lose sight of the end in the 
means, their end is on the whole con-
fessedly the getting of a Degree. And 
by "lJcing in earnest" here is usually 
meant gazing steadily with single eye 
at the goal of graduation. And this 
seems to put a limit upon their read-
ing and their thought; does, in fact, do 
so-and so well-defined a limit that little 
tim 'is given to unprescribed reading, 
even in subjects embraced ~y ( their 
course. Much less do they dream·. Yet 
it is to be doubted whether, without 
dreamers, the University is likely to be 
a great plare. Men may dream without 
reclining in Arts. Some of the greater 
scientists have heen known to be in-
vincible dreamers,-apart altogether 
from thr medireval alchemists and as-
tronomers. It is even true that great 
financiers of the Ricardian mould' nave 
been visionaries. Beside, hav·e not the 
mystics, "indulging in trance and ecs-
tasy," been sometimes the most hard-
headed and exact thinkers ? 
Typically modPrn University life is 
distracting, a1most above measure and 
bearing. Thomas G-rey probably knew, 
for example, nothing of a University 
Union, and the multitudinous societies 
which a Fnion rnl0s. Beyond a sort of 
severe yet informal "semina," the men of 
the English Uni,:ersities, as they were 
a couple of centuries ago, knew noth-
ing, probably, of cluhs ·academic. But 
now they swarm; and so far is a man 
in our day from tramping-out an Addi-
son walk that he hardly finds time to 
nibble a sandwich between one and two 
o'clock. "\Vr may he socially much over-
organist>d, and should perhaps a"im at 
a modification of this side of our life. 
\V e must find time to dream. 
Somt> help should come from the Uni-
versity Colleg;es to this. They are 
voung; and in the throes of being born, 
;:HP almost as distracted as possible. 
They cannot help much yet; but ulti-
mately they should. A poor, ascetic stu-
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dent living at home or in a garret, may, 
to b~ sure, dream uninterrupted; but he 
wants an atmosphere, except of his own 
crealing. But the Colleges may be ex-
pected in the course of time to breed a 
Collegiate calm, where dre~mers .may 
live their life; where laborwus le sure 
may be endowed and unmolested till it_s 
work is done-where Prospero may sit 
in ·the sphere of Pure Reason, without 
Prospero's selfishness. 
And by Dreaming i~ of cours~ meant 
nothing in the way of Lotos-eahng. In 
conver. ation early in term a Col~ege 
man said in the true second-term spint: 
"Here is' ten weeks gone, for which I 
have nothing to sho''~· I invariably judge whether I'm workmg decently well 
according a.s I !do or do not drram about 
my work; and so far, l'vr known nights 
.of unconscionably calm slumber. The 
nearest approach, in fact, I have made 
to the old subliminal habits of industry, 
I effected last night. But the most ac-
ademic thing I then dreamt about was 
the sight of my rifle) w~ich woul~ not 
get adjusted; and mere nfle-cluhs IS ~ot 
a ~dream-theme I hanker after, with 
Honours' Examinations ahead." 
Any apothecary's assi:;tc:tnt-as ~arly1e 
said in reference to Luther's Ink-pot enc~unter at '\Vartburg-mi.~ht have ex-
plained the physiology of that-and cor-
rected it with a black draught. But 
be that as it may, this is not the sort 
of dreaming which most enriches the 
University-and the dreamer. That, o~ 
the other hand. is a wide-awake experi-
ence, and goes on. at. high-noon, rat~er 
than in bed; or, If m bed, then with 
both one's eyes open, staring into the 
darkness. May we be less implicit on 
this elush·ely tangible suhject-:-wit~out 
desecration? Courteous or 1mpat1ent 
reader, arc we not blunt enough? Dare 
you hope fo be _of the circle . of the 
Family of our Lovmg Mother:, whilst you 
trust her for no more than a bare edn-
!cation? Dare vou trust a natural parent 
for this a 1 one ? You have your dream& 
of Home, and of the Spirit of Home, of 
which cognition knows nothing; which 
in the first dawn he~in with ~Jeelinp;, 
and in the consummation show them-
selves in filial deed. An(l the UniYer-
sity, though wearing for you before the 
world the Chaplet of Minerva, offers you 
a life transcending that nf mere know-
ledge. as such, though knowledae and 
wisdom may be of the fruits of it. Th re 
is a dream-gate here which i entrance 
to the world of true Knowledge. The 
Yi ·ion of learning must he yours before 
ynu J)QSSPSS learning. You ·must love it 
llrst, and understand it after. Yours 
must Jw either an apocalypse of the 
inner spirit, or exclusion from the 
charmed -circle for ever. 
Thi~ is very imperfectly expressed. As 
a fact, it may read like so much maudlin 
dri\·el. . o it may be, as it stands. But 
what it has attt>mptf'd to express IS 
nc'ither maudlin nor unreal. 
Thr Yision is no vision if it lives no 
morr afler graduat :on. Its glory is that 
it lasts a lifr. The graduate may still 
live within the walls of his University; 
it shows him there the true import ·o! 
his work, and h0 infects disciples with 
its spirit. He may go to Burmah, and 
it will tran .:; form all he do s. All work, 
onward from the Day of Yi')ion, becomes 
-as Goethe said it should bo-a kind of 
glorious sport. 
Life at a Sydney University 
College. 
(With some irrelevant reveries.) 
m
" HE hest year-to an Arts ~~u ~ man al any rate-is the jf/ third and last. Some Z T , happy souls s1ay on after 
· ~"£': ~ taking their B.A. degree, ..: ;.;ffrn~ and enter the Faculty of 
Law. rising ultimately to 
thr dignity of the Fifth 
Year man, that object of awe to a fresh-
man. The Fifth Year man is exempt 
from most of the College rules: can 
cut all att<•ndance at ChapeL wilh its 
ro1l-call, if he likes: probably carves 
at the head of a table: is a leader of the 
House Committee ·and voices the stu-
dents grie,rances when the Doctor be-
comes quile unr0asonable: fraternir.es 
with the tntors: is treated with defer-
ence by all the Powers that be-Pro-
fessors, Lecturers, Secretaries of So-
cieties, lHiss Macdonald, and the Old 
Bird himself. For if all goes well next 
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year he will be a professional man, a 
p~·ac(isi~lg barriste.r with a most inpres-
Sive \Ylg. Sometimes he borrows one 
and presides at a :i\Iock Trial-coming 
events thus early casting their shadows 
before. 
l\Iore often, though, your Filth Year 
man is a budding medico. You are con-
vinced he knows Jar more than any 
practising doctor. ~omehow he make's 
you feel, as he prescribes for you when 
you have an attack of infhienza or 
sprain your shoulder at football, 'that 
he is just the thing, right up-to-datC'. 
fresh from the miul-not tarnished and 
a bit rusty like the old fogies who make 
such a show with their brass plates. 
Second and third year medieal students 
tell you with baled breath of the Fifth 
Year man's wonderful skill at a diao·-
nosis in the hospital, o( his coolne~s 
and dexterity with the knife; and his 
deftness in making a bandage, his firm 
authority, you are bound to have an 
opportunity of noting for yourself. Yes, 
a prince among his fellows is the Fifth 
Year man in the Faculty of Medicine. 
But still probably he would confess 
that the Third Year was lhe best. In 
his fourth year, he loses so many 
friends. His 'pals' in Arts and Science 
flit away: a year later the Engineers 
disappear: then, sa\re for a very, very 
few survivors "all, all are gone, the old 
familiar faces." He feels his importance 
with some complacency, but, as usual, 
Power is accompanied by the distress 
of loneliness . 
Besides, he is getting sick of it. So 
much preparation; such unending gr:nd. 
And the great real wor:d is calling him, 
·"Come oul and take a man's part: it is 
your turn now: march for the firing 
line.'' 
The Third Year is the best, even for 
the Medico, the Engineer, the Lawyer. 
Especially is it the hrst for the Arls 
mnn. For arls and Scirnce differ from 
the Professional Schools in this-they 
strike deeper noles. Arts and Science 
are the facultiC's of pure study, of pure 
delight; they pursue knowledge for its 
own sake, not with an eye to making a 
living. 
"What is the use of an Arts Course?" 
grumbles the business man. ''I want 
my boy to become a doctor or a 
lawyer jnsl as soon as he can learn 
to be proficient.: let teachers and 
girls waste their time doing ... \rts." 
The hio· · Cenl ral Facully holding tighl 
her silent sister Faculty's hand an· 
swer , "\n1at use indeed? Man 
does it ever strike you that Usele:5snes~ 
has its use? To lllC the Lawyer, the 
Doctor, the Engineer are trivial: it is 
the Man! I see and cherish and mould. 
How can skill be weighed against Man-
hood? Let your boy study both; but 
put Manhood first. Ask any woman--
" man's Touchstone." It is good that 
Teachers rC'cognize this. If your son 
makes a mess of his liJe, look for the 
teacher-wjth an axe in your hand; and 
tremble as you pass a looking-glass. 
\\r omex:, our prst and greatest leachers, 
apprecmte tlus too. So in greater and 
greater number they attend Arts lee-
hues. The rC'sult is serious. They find 
they have outgrown their men. The men 
are narrowing their gaze with closer 
an cl closer specializing : the women are 
widening theirs. Remember, women 
have always found men just as childish 
as men at times find women-soon they 
will fpel nolhin,g but disdain for an atro-
phied inferior creature. They can't all 
marry teachers, so they must hide their 
scorn and lean down to us for tbe sake1 
of motherhood, and teach wisdom to a 
fresh generation. 
Forgive the moralist: he was back 
again in thought in his room on the third 
floor al St. l\latthew's. Students have 
a curious trick there of rising in altitude 
,with the passing years till they reacn the 
coveted third i1 oor, far above tiresome 
freshers and important second year men. 
You arc safe from overhead noises-ex-
cept for rare enterprising cats or under-
grads upon lhe tiles: unless you occupy 
the Tower room, when you are liable 
to be disturbed by ambitious youths 
hearing the famous banner with the 
strange device, who desire to mount by 
ladders from dark chamber to dark 
chamber till they reach the giddy sum-
mit whe1c they propose to act the giddy 
goal, and shock the passers-by by run-
ning races round the outside of the 
railing, wilh a sheer drop of ninety feet 
below them. Upon one occasion, two 
young men got themselves into serious 
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and richly-deserved trouble by taking 
up a skilfully constructPd dummy, which 
they concealed, and then proceeded to 
quarrel fiercely. Their shouting voices 
soon collected a crowd in the street 
below ("hoi polJoi" we called them 
scornfully: sometimes "The Prole-
tariat.") Then the horrified crowd saw 
the students grapple upon the dizzy 
height, and almosl at once one of the 
figures was flung over the parapet, fall-
ing to the ground with a sickening thud. 
Some women fainted and were very ill. 
Yes, there was a great row. It was a 
costly jest: yet might have been more 
so, for we learned later that one woman 
nearly died. 
The jokers of the College sometimes 
had the tables turned upon them. One 
"dress up" night two students 111 most 
remarkable costumes thought fit to 
parade themselves in N ewtown. The 
streets were thronged. 1\ rm in arm they 
walked down King Street, with a crowd 
following at their heels. The crowd 
grew bigger and bigger, obslructing .the 
traffic. They wondered that no police-
men molested them, but swelling with 
their importance continued their march 
towards the Newtown Bridge-and the 
the Police Station. Too late they rea-
lized it, and also that some joyous con-
stables were quietly following them. An 
hour later our kind -hearted and much-
enduring Providor bailed them out of 
the lock-up. 
Now one of them is lVIayor of one 
of Sydney's largest suburbs I 
But I was saying that in thought I 
was a Third Year man again, leaning out 
pf the window of my third floor bed-
room-study at midnight, with the quiel 
University grounds beneath and the 
beautiful city beyond. ALout three feet 
below the window sill a stone ledge 
ran along the outside o£ the wall, con-
vex, two or three inches deep, no more. 
It was useful to stand on whilst clinging 
to the window-sill what lime the Chief 
was investigating the meaning of some 
wild and noisy stampede or battering 
of doors. tWith light turned low and 
window -blind pulled down you were in-
visible and could well behold unbeheld, 
unheard hear all, and see a ~rey per-
plexed old :man wearily returning to his 
broken studies. 
By this ledge had a student once 
gained his room late at night, when he 
returned to find his room locked. He 
neYcr quite knew how he clawed his 
way round ome jutting buttresses: he 
had been spending a convivial evening 
too. 
On the opposite ide of the College 
under lhe corridor windows runs a simi-
lar ledge, which has a story of its own. 
One clay two student" observed another 
incautiously leaning far out of a cor-
ridor window, on the ground floor. The 
opportunity could not be missed : they 
simply rushed upstair to the second 
floor. One ou rstripped the other in the 
wild r::tce, and ran lo his room for his 
water-jug, then made for the window 
exactly over lhat lhrough which the un-
su::-pecting fresher was leaning. .\lean-
while his friend-base traitor-had 
hounded up to the third storey, seized 
lzis jug and rushed to the corridor win-
dow directly above student number 2 in 
order to duck lzim. IL was a dramatic 
scene, but the 1nan who got the greatest 
shock was a fourth student who at that 
momPnt entered the College gate. He 
saw a student holding a jug of water 
suddenly fall headlono· through a third 
floor corridor window, and sprawl like 
a huge lizard head clown wards against 
the wall, hanging from the window sill 
by his toes. He shoved the jug he held 
against the ledge oi stone referred to 
and so shot himself upwards till some-
how with his knees and hands 
he worked his way back to safety: the 
jug, shattered in pieces, fell into the 
courl yard below. Student IV. sat down, 
feeling unwelL 
A cl{lshing, handsome, reckless foot-
baller was lhis same medical student 
(No. 3), who won his Blue and then 
Interstate honours, and then wrenched 
his knee hopelessly. Many a dance I 
wenl to with him. Directly he took his 
degree he married the dark-hairecl one 
of th<> prettiest pair of sisters in Sydney. 
The fair-haircd one once-but that is 
another story. 
1 was saying !he thircl year is the best. 
It ecrtainly is the busie3t. In your third 
year you arc probably on the Committee 
of three or four soeicties-unless you 
have decided upon lhe hermit's life. A 
College saves one from this fate both 
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for good and for evil. The hermit surely 
misses more than he gains. After all 
one can be tolerably gay, and a good 
citizen, helping to run things; and yet 
at night close one's door with a sigh 
of relief and open one's books, and slog 
at the drudgery part of study till a f~ir 
thing is accomplished, and tlzen go 1or 
lhe favourites, Plato or Differential 
Equations, with aba~donmeut~like Ln_l-
yens playing polo with the reins on h1s 
pony's neck. ''The CaL's in char,ge" he 
explained. 
1 often think o£ it. "The Cat's in 
charge." Somebody says '·No:hing great 
or good was ever accomplished in Lhe 
world \Yithout Passion." One might say 
"without Abandon." A dangerous doc-
trine, my masters. But finicking care-
fulness is not enough. You mu3t have 
it--you must do yo~u share . of dru~­
gery. BuL in learnmg and Ill. pubhc 
speaking, in football, in war and In l~ve­
making, a certain recklessness, a .O.mg-
ing outburst at the _right time is Lh_c 
salt of the whole thmg. PerverLed, It 
becomes drunkenness and deLauchel'y; 
buL drunkenness is often a protest 
against routine, an assertion of t~e in-
finite Ego of CarJyle's shoeblack. If man 
becomes a hog he becomes an infinite 
hog. 
Midnight 'chim~s ~ouse yo_u to the co~l­
sciousness that It IS bed-time-that IS, 
if you mean to attend a 9 o'clock lecture 
the next morning. You lean out of l_he 
window, wondering at the uncanny, gib-
bous moon han?"ing ruddy and unnatural 
over the Univer~ily buildi!1g3,. whibt ;_~le 
Town Hall clock IS chiming Ill the d1s-
tance. Then the staccato University 
clock begins striking, rather sh~r1ly, 
rather fast: the Town Hall stroke break3 
in: but a sweet sound mingle3 with them 
both· it is the Post Office chimes. ·They ceas~ : you wait expectantly, and at. l~st 
the de~p "boom". comes, !llOl~opoh ~1~g 
attention. Unhurr1e~_. steadily, IL repeats 
its melodious note. All three clocks are 
striking together for a brief period, then 
only the bio· fellow is left; and the last 
stroke seem~s prolonged, and quivers and 
dies a way, telling the dream_er that De-
cember. with its harvest of ]OY or woe, 
and wilh its sad goou-byes, has come 
another day nearer. 
K.S. 
EPILOGUE.-
Through the laws of Association _my 
thoughts Inevitably turned to my easi~st 
easy chair, and l suddenly started, for 
a voice said •· You have forgotten Me." 
lL was the 1nemory of the voice of . t~e 
memory oi Brown, and a very v~v1d 
image the latter vvas Loo. It wa~ JUSt 
as 1 used Lo iind him-in .;possess~on _of 
n1y n1osL c.:omlortable cha1r aforesa1d: 
smoking my matches. 
"You dreamers with your cult of Use~ 
lessness are positively dangerous" . he 
said-just as of yore. ··score that hne 
under, " said he, '·about slogging at drud-
gery." 
'·\V ell," 1 said, ''I' 11 tell them you ad-
vise iL. Tea or Coffee Essence?'' 
''\Vhisk ·y/ ' said the image o£ Brown, 
jusL as of yore; simply to be tiresome, 
ior he knew 1 never kept it. 
"Nightcnps are out of date, except for 
the age<l" 1 saiu, "and you're hardly 
that, though you are gelling on. Tea or 
Cold \Vater, Hermit?" 
" Hermit ! you Hatter ! " said Brown's 
image, getting up and waving the image 
of the condensed milk tin. "·Why, I 
made Lweuty pounds to-day." 
Brown was a successful accountant, 
who attended evening lecture3, took 
Honours in Philosophy and Latin,. ?-nd 
had lapse::; of verse and leader-wntmg. 
''Then you're a robber, and that's the 
same thing" 1 said. "It's no use, 
Ancient one, you can't have the last 
word." 
"Feminislic, egoistic hypocrite 1" ex· 
ploded my guest. "H you're not hanged 
for Piracy you'll become a Parson-or a. 
Member of Parliament. Then I'll emi-
grate." He looked for his hat-image. 
"That's inducement enough" I said. 
"But you must be a 1nore respectful 
Image. .Anyone would think I was 
YOUR image." 
"Perhaps you are" said the departing 
linage o£ Brown. 
I think I'll write and ask him. 
The Shock. 
Many -w·eary weeks were mine 
Ere I mastered Cos and Sine; 
Now I'm breathing freely-Gosh I 
Here's a thing they've christened Gosh I 
THE MELON. 
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College Notes. 
EMMANUEL. 
Since the last issue of the Magazine, we 
have had a very uneventful session; every-
one is beginning to worry about exams., for 
no very obvious reason; since we may be 
sure the Professors never intended anyone to 
worry about them; at least, that seems to 
be the impression they always give. 
The sole topic of conversation at table for 
the past three weeks has been the small-pox 
scare; those who had more foresight than 
to undergo the horrors of vaccination are 
reminded three times on week-days and 
seven times on Sundays of the danger they 
are courting, and their duty to the com-
munity; and that they are the ''potential 
murderers of their fellow-men." If yo;u 
don't believe the last, ask the Maths. lec-
turer about it. 
We are indeed pleased that inter-
collegiate contests are to take place this 
year; our one regret is that-from lack of 
numbers only, mark you-we are unable to 
enter a team to chase the inflated bag (vide 
"Pink-' Un"). Perhaps, then, Scotty would 
be able to show why he should be in the 
interstate team ; but, as usual, there would 
be no selectors present, for they would be 
at the Rag Tag-Waterloo match, on the 
Dairy, looking for new talent for the next 
match with Toowoomba. 
THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
T. W. ROBERTSON'S 
"SCHOOL" 
IN THE 
CENTENNIAL HALL 
30th August, 1913. 
PRICES, 3/-, 2/- and 1/-
(Box Plan at Paling's.) 
The sub-committee wisely omitted wrest-
ling from the list of contests, when they were 
informed that we had in residence the 
mighty tJackenschmidt. 
A gong-banging competition mght also 
have been included. Our Knight-Lady, 
rather-of the Gong has developed this art 
to a very high pitch; indeed, rumour now 
has it that the Central Station clocks are 
checked by it at 7·45 every morning; and 
yet, notwithstanding this, there are yet 
among us, mirabile dictu, several who find it 
impossible to arrive at the breakfast-table 
before 8.30. But, what do they care? It's 
a shame! 
When the time comes round again for the 
Editor to ·worry us about College-notes, one 
inter-coli. contest will probably have been de-
cided ; and we hope to see the Silver and 
Blue in its accustomed proud position. 
JOTTINGS FROM JOHN'S. 
(By a Johnny.) 
The privileges of burning the midnight 
oil, and gnawing the College chop, which 
serves to whet our appetites for still sterner 
work, in which mind replaces muscle, were 
this term granted by the \V arden to three 
students, who have been quick to avail them-
selves of their exceptional opportunities. 
There is at least one other student "waiting 
on the mat." 
The second term has been marked by a 
gratifying increase, all round, of attention 
to work. Certain of our number who, last 
term, 
Forsook the lonely path of Duty, 
To dally with a winsome Beauty, 
Found such pleasures had to stop, 
Or else they'd come a beastly "flop.' 
The Dance passed off with great eclat on 
the night of June 26th, at St. Mary's Hall. 
Thanks to the kindness of the Rev. H. Grad-
well, the numerous chaperones were pro-
vided with armchairs and cushions on the 
stage, whence they watched the younger set. 
Proceedings in general went off quite 
smoothly, though to the critical observer an 
under-current of liveliness permeated the 
hall. Twice only during the evening was 
there a suspicion of "drag"; but on each 
occasion an incident more or less startling 
occurred to obliterate it immediately: First, 
our revered Warden made his appearance in 
the ballroom with a torn coat-sleeve -and a 
wealth of blushes, which intensified as the 
damaged article was referred to. On the 
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second occasion, our most stalwart member 
demonstrated, with entire success, how to 
place one's partner recumbent, then elevated 
and peripatetic-all within six bars. of ordi-
nary waltz-time. The evening concluded at 
12.30 a. m., or thereabouts, when frivolity 
was ended officially. 
The tennis-tournament is rapidly drawi .1g 
to a clos_e, one match per month being the 
average .rate of fixtures. Either a tutor or 
a student should win the Singles, but the 
Doubles is very open, no fewer than four 
pairs still having a chance. 
The senior members of all three Co1leges 
are at present evolving schemes for pro-
moting inter-collegiate contests in all 
branches of sport-such as football, boxing, 
athletics, cricket, rifle shooting, tennis, row-
ing, and pong-po; the latter strenuous pas-
time should on no account be confused with 
ping-pong; one game would quickly con-
vince any sceptical critic on that point. 
Since football is the first fixture, our god-
less theologs, ·with the pious engineers, and 
other members of the College who have not 
been vaccinated, are to be seen daily prac-
tising assiduously in close proximity to the 
''Pineapple.'' 
Members of the College will soon be cyno-
sure of all eyes, when arrayed in cap and 
blazer. The latter is in chocolate, with gold 
edgino-; and if the wearer be a representa-
tive of the College in sport, he will further 
be entitled to the College crest on the 
pocket. 
KING'S. 
The opening ceremony of King's College 
took place on Saturday, June 14th. A large 
number of guests assembled in the College 
g-rounds, most of the members of the 
Methodist General Conference being pre-
sent. Sir William MacGregor spoke of the 
advantages of College life. Speeches were 
also delivered by Professor Steele, Dr. 
Brown, Mr. F. J. N an~e, M. A. 
Afternoon tea was served, and the guests 
inspected the buildings-some of them 
making surprising discoveries about the 
habits of their friends. 
This term is notable for the foundation of 
the King's College Club. This Club has 
been formed to foster and direct the athletic 
and social interests of the students. A com-
mittee of five was appointed to draw up a 
Constitution. This was submitted to a 
general meeting, and, with some alterations, 
was passed as the Constitution of the Club. 
At a subsequent meeting, the election of 
officers was held, resulting as follows : Pre-
sident, Mr. J. A. Robinson; Secretary, Mr. 
P. H. Brown; Treasurer, Mr. R. E. Bacon; 
Committee, Messrs. H. \V. Dinning and A. 
H. ]ones. The formation of the Union was 
then celebrated with pies and oyster-supper. 
\Ve \velcome the inception of inter-College 
contests, in the football-match between St. 
John's and King's, to be held on July the 
3oth. Good luck to our representatives! 
Inter-College tennis, shooting, and athletic 
competitions have also been fixed. 
Congratulations to ''Shirty'' on being 
selected to represent Queensland against the 
Maoris and New South fVV ales. 
The College colours are chocolate and 
royal blue. 
A Song of Beginnings. 
There's a slar in a northern city, 
In a land of the northern sun; 
There's a shout gone forth to the moun-
tains 
Tl1al tells of a work hegun; 
And a tramp, tramp, tramp in the dis-
tance 
Of steps that resound as one. 
For they come from the blazing tropics, 
They come from the western plain, 
Stout sons of the Bush or the Paving, 
The best o£ a sturdy strain, 
To shape out a way for the nation 
\Vilh muscle and heart and brain. 
Keen-eyed in ihe halls of learning, 
- Grim -hrow·ed on the slr am and the 
field, 
Sharp-set with a voung man's hung'er 
For all lhat a Ji [e can yield; 
And rraching a young man's fingers 
For tools that a man sbould' wield. 
They're girding their loins ior ·the 
struggle, 
\Vilh a snatch of a martial song; 
The \Vine of youth flushing; their fore-
lwads, 
Thry laugh as they thunder along; 
Sure, lhe race is helov'd of the speedy 
And the ha ltle is dear to the strong. 
Hail, thrusting forth in!o 1he Fulure·! 
Hail, leading the van of the State ! 
\Yith hands as thr hands of their fath'ers, 
Thcv're building; and bnilding their 
·fa! e. [lished! 
'TiR wriHrn their work shall be stab-
'Tis wril trn their name shall be great I 
-Don Q. 
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Book Talk. 
Dear U.Q.M., 
It is one of the quiet pleasures of my life 
to take what opportunities a shallow purse 
allows. to n:ake additions to my library. 
Standmg wtth a new purchase unopened in 
my hand, I am wondrously content. A 
month ago I bought the "Mort d' Arthur." 
If it be true that Art is the concealment of 
Art, Malory was the artist consummate. For 
the "Mort" seems to be written just as a 
tale is told by one who comes hot from the 
field of action- hurriedly, unequally, 
nu. y ·ter::J.atic.ally, but vividly, al·\"\ ays 
vividly. The writer has so much to say, and 
life is so passing short, that he must hurry 
on, and leave his words and sentences ·to 
fend for themselves. And in the main, they 
do it well enough. "So when he came to 
the churchyard, Sir Arthur alit, and tied his 
horse to the stile, and so he went to the 
tent, and. found no knights there, for they 
were at jousting; and so he handled the 
sword by the handles, and lightly and fiercely 
pulled it out ot the stone, and took his horse 
and rode his way until he came to his 
brother, Sir Kay, and delivered him the 
sword.'' Breathless speed, quaint felicity 
of diction, interest at high pressure! The 
book leads one inevitably to the thought that 
style is, after all, a little thing : fill your-
self with your subject and all will be well. 
In these days books are cheap. But 
should we buy cheap books? Am I a Philis-
tine to pay down fifteen pence for the 
thoughts of one of Time's great spirits? For 
I do, and often do, though at times with 
qualms. Admittedly we must buy books : 
Ruskin was right about the circulating 
libraries. And, when bought, they are more 
to be read than gazed upon; their backs are 
surely of secondary importance. On the 
other hand, it is well-argued that books are 
the noblest furniture; and to buy books with 
no definite lust for reading it is a lawful 
thing. Look to the extremes and you have, 
on one side, the proud owner of a hundred-
weight of paper-backs, and, on the other, 
the American millionaire with a hobby-a 
"hobby," mind you !-of collecting books. 
Who is sufficient for these things? I must 
leave it to you ! 
Will you prepare for some raptures? The 
Home University Series has a delightful 
little work called ''Dr. J ohnson and His 
Circle," by John Bailey. Mr. Bailey is so 
interested in his subject, and so thoroughly 
master of his facts, that his mind quietly 
and without ostentation overflows into the 
two hundred and fifty pages of his book. 
The first chapter labels J ohnson a ''national 
institution." It looks upon the Doctor as 
the avernge Englishman a little raised and a 
great deal exaggerated: phrases occur like 
"im incible common sense," "the embodi-
ment o( the mind and character of the Eng-
lish peopl<$." "And then," says Mr. Bailey, 
''then came Boswell. '' This first chapter 
set do\Yn clearly what we have all of us, I 
suspect, inarticulately felt concerning the 
great paradox of J ohnson, the giant of litera-
ture whose writings are never read. Almost 
ns happy is the section on ''The Genius of 
Boswell. '' Most of us are ready to agree 
that "the word 'genius' seems a strange one 
to apply to Boswell,'' even if we do not hold 
with Macaulay. "Poor Bozzy" is almost as 
paradoxical a figure as his master. We 
should not care to meet him in the flesh : I 
fancy that would spoil his monumental work 
for us. Of the Doctor's writings most of 
us have read scarcely a dozen lines, but we 
should love to stand near-not too near-
~he man himself, perhaps see him bludgeon-
Ing some luckless wretch, mark at least the 
huge health of him. But you must read 
Bailey's book : as an appetiser for Boswell 
it is unsurpassable. 
It is irritating to be forced to act icono-
clast to one's own idols! Here am I, with 
Carlyle set on a pedestal, forced by the re-
quirements of an English Course to poke 
about him with a microscope in search for 
clay feet and other oddities. "Sartor" is 
his most characteristic work and '' Sartor'' 
is "set" for this year. I wish the "setters" 
would avoid lacerating undergraduate sus-
ceptibilities ! There is a little too much of 
this analysing of effect: let us, in heaven's 
name, h~Ye the effect itself and postpone 
analysis to some remote future. Some criti-
cism of the examination methods is badly 
needed, too, in connection with our treat-
ment of our national poet. I am aweary of 
the "internal and external evidence" of the 
date of production of Shakespeare's plays. 
Heigho! We should doubtless be thank-
ful that there still remain two or three of our 
English books unfingered by the examination 
fiend, and in times of melancholy compare 
ourselves.. with the unfortunates of a 
thousand. years from now. 
The kindness of a friend introduced me re-
cently to a notable book of modern times. 
I found it one of those books which make 
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you take deep breaths. It was George 
Douglas's "The House with the Green 
Shutters." After reading two pages, I was 
struck \vith the masculine beauty of the 
style and then, 'more deeply, with the 
almost uncanny powers of description. There 
is no wealth of detail, nor obvious choosing 
out of that which shall be told; but the 
writer seems to know instinctively those 
sights and sounds and smells which would 
come home to the ordinary village stroller, 
and these he puts into his page. Perhaps 
he has himself given us a clue to his power. 
The bitter dominie, ''partly in real pedan-
try,' says of young Gourlay: "His fault is a 
sensory perceptiveness in gross excess of his 
intellectuality." Now Douglas must him-
self, I think, have had that abnormal sen-
sory perceptiveness, thoug-h in his case, of 
course, there is no lack of intellectuality. 
Apart fro!ll its manner the book is a remark-
able one. Not only is its characterisation of 
the first order, but the plot works out to its 
inevitable 'cfj:max with all the steadiness and 
unrelenting accuracy of a Greek tragedy. 
We can see the crash coming afar off, and 
we are glad when it does come, to have the 
utter peace of knowing the worst. 
Are you a Meredithian? I first essayed 
Meredith with anticipations of severe mental 
indigestion, and must say I was not dis-
appointed, though "Richard Feverel" is, 
perhaps, as fortunate a beginner's choice as 
any other. But to knit one's brows over 
the great magician, with that familiar of 
his, the Comic Spirit, capering impishly the 
wh1le, is easily worth it. The procession of 
naked souls wind-blown through his pages 
is a thing for wonder and humility. He 
strips men to the spirit while you look. It 
usually takes me half a book to lengthen 
my mental stride to that of Meredith, who 
cares for no man's limitations; but this once 
attained, the rush and exhilaration of the 
movement are reward enough; they may 
scarcely be obtained otherwhere. I cannot 
profess to "like" "The Egoist" : it hurts 
too much! Meredith holds the mirror up to 
male weaknesses, and we see things that 
creep and crawl, but cannot pluck our gaze 
away. One ~nderstands those friends of the 
author who saw themselves in vVilloughby, 
and took it hardly. '' Evan Harrington,'' 
"Harry Richmond," and the "Ordeal" are 
quieter, and you may read them in apprecia-
tive ma..od. For my failure wtih "Diana" 
I. am in a ~~asure consol~d by the sus-ges-
twn of a cntlc that Mered1th wrote it on an 
impulse of revenge agamst his reviewers, 
who had complained, poor wretches!, of his 
obscurity. 1\\' omen should be everlastingly 
grateful to him. Not only in "Diana," but 
eYerywhere, his voice is raised ''lightly and 
fiercely'' on their side. ''The Amazing 
Marriage,'' for example, is as fierce a tilt for 
woman's honour as ever champion rode. 
Literature is a never-failing friend, for it 
has moods to match our moods. One can-
not rcm~in for ever in high places with 
:Mcredith 1 and the time comes when Nature 
calls for airy nonsense and relief. This is 
the mood for which our own Brisbane verse-
maker, Brunton Stephens, lies in wait. The 
much-recited ''Other Chinee Cook," with its 
one superb pun, is perhaps of the standard 
of the music-hall, but the "Piccaninny" is 
a comic classic-its humour is irresistible. 
And ''Quart Pot Creek'' is a fine thing, but 
you must first have read Poe's "Raven." 
Half a dozen lines from the "Brisbane 
Reverie" have been singing in my head for 
three or four days : 
"Where the only bell was the bell-bird's note 
now many mingling beHs ' 
':Make Catholic the trembling air/ as famed 
George Eliot tells 
Of another town so mew here between more 
northern parallels. 
(But in case the name of Catholic offend pro-
testing ear, 
Let We.sleyan or Baptist be interpolated here, 
Or that bells make Presbyterian the trembling 
atmosphere)." 
This is delightful nonsense, and similar 
passages abound. 
Yours, 
''BOOK-WORM." 
"Sotto Vocf':" in a drunken voice. "Si non 
alium late iactaret odorem, laurus erat:" 
If ho had not been lately throwing off 
another ode, he would have been Poet 
Laureate. 
"rlulide tc lama est, vento 1·etinente morari:" 
0 flute-player, it is thy glory to have died 
by holding thy breath I 
"Chtttia cum nymphis geminisque sororibus 
audet, DuceTe nuda choros:" 
Gratia, with the nymphs and her two 
sisters, has the audacity to conduct choruses in 
a nude condition. 
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A Barbarous Sonnet. 
Behold! I'll strive to hammer out a 
rime 
About my sweetheart's lovely fonn and 
face: 
Remember, if I chance to lose the time, 
Bewilderment is not so out o£ place; 
A maid so fair, so filled wilh ev'ry grace, 
Receives for tribute universal sighs: 
A man who tries her pattern here to 
trace 
But lamely lauds the lustre of her eye~­
All wildly then to her reproach rephes, 
Resolves to bear no longer such disdain. 
Becomes demented, shoots himself and 
d~~ . 
And ;on the carpet leaves a nasty slauL 
Renounce I therefore such an undertak-
ing 
And 'BARBARA beseech to end my ach-
ing. 
BARBARIC beauty! mistress of my willl 
As well may moth attempt the lamp Lo 
shun, 
Resist the glorious gleams that send a 
thrill 
By ether throbs that soon the senses 
stun: 
As wen expect an old salt sun-of-a-gun 
(Rhythm demands this long term shall 
be slurred), 
As ''BAR" he sees again, away to run,-
("BAR"-"BAR"-A spell lies in that 
fatal word 
Alluring youth to Logic, Liquor,. Law~ 
Resistless one I Adorable grave-digger I; 
Be these as likely, as I said before, 
'As I to shun thy royal .Mood and Figure. 
Relent, Oh Syllogistic Queen, re1ent, 
And in my heart, 0 BARBARA, seal a 
rent! 
-Illicit M~jor. 
Too Much System. 
"Our plea is not for tidiness, even .though t~d~ness 
be incidentally good ; but the virtue of t1dmess 
is proverbially open to dispute." 
-Editor, U.Q.l\1., May, 1913 
T fAT'S just what I say I All wise men agree that the world is out of joint nowa-days. I think so anyway, 
and-but I'm modest, I am. 
The fashion of the day is for philoso-
phers to hide their barrenness of positive 
thinking behind uegati\ e Gounsels. Ob· 
serve past institutions forsooth! Let me 
at once observe I am not now a philo-
sopher. l 'm 1nodesL [ shrink from pub-
licity-all geniuses do. 1he point is 
that duty 1o the world at large compels 
me to speak-it always does, but that's 
a side issue. The J)Oint is, as l've just 
sajd, lhat I've found the solution. lt 
is simplicity itself. Ureat discoveries al-
ways are. Lisleni-The world is too 
orderly. That's the kernel of my dis-
coYcry. 
$yslem) system, sy~tem I \Ve read the 
word in e\rery hook, paper, periodical 
and advertisement published in the uni-
verse. I prolest against lhis broadcast 
method of popularising pernicious sug-
gestion. The Government should step 
in,-and it would, if it itself had not 
degenerated into a squeaking~ congeries 
of pigeon-holes bound in red tape. Take 
for instance, a maternity allowance 
claim. Now, when lhe necessary certi-
ficate is duly presented for filing,-a 
1hing that typ_ifies even to a flesh-and-
blood bachelor a writhing bundle of 
JmGkerec.l squawks·-a compartment-
brained ofilGial thrusts it into a nirrcon-
hole and grunts ''There's anothe; ·Kid." 
Now I protest that a picrc of paper is 
not 'the young of man. But that only in-
dicates the general trend of things. \Vhy, 
if a man's innate-mark that, its quite 
a, primPval instinct-love o[ variety once 
in a while bubhlcs up and he leans 
against a lamp-post to keep it steady, 
some son of thunder will insist a fel-
fellow's drunk I But that's not the point. 
It just shows how the s_ystem, ord.cr, 
system cry has interfered with origin-
ality of thought. People are becoming 
more and more like a mob of sheep. 
\Vhen once a 1hought becomes conven-
tional, no one will believe an..Ything be-
yond its scope. Take for instmice the 
fascinating study of the projection of 
one's personality. Now I believe in 
that. l'm original. I'm not a philoso-
pher now. I'm modest. All geniuses 
arc. \Vell, I have always believed in 
projection, and just listen. The other 
night when J 'came home, I looked into 
Lhc kitchen to see that the wife was in 
no mischief, and I vow, as sure as Sys-
tem, that I s,aw two of her, about three 
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feet apart, and 1' couldn't fell .w·h~~h 
was which. Qf COUf:.'P. my SCICntlflc 
mind gTa:::;ped the thing ~~ t < nee; b.ut, ~UJ e 
as .. y~tt•m, .. ·o perfect wa. the .PFOJeclwn., 
that wh n 1 wc>n L up tu OllP of her Hml 
put. my nrm. rouncl lH r and h;; ·eel hPr, 
it wa 'Il 't hc>r at a_ll, and I hcanl 1he 
other otw gro d, 'you o:d ~·ool, you'r.e 
drunk" I ~vs1em, vou St'P. • he couldn t 
think s<'iPntifleally' and orii];iJ~ally if she 
tried. J ler mind's warped w11h conven-
tion. 
'l.hen ag~lin, the sysl~·11~, o~·der, sy.stPm 
lutbil uP.:-ln1y~ the arl1sfw Jaculty. ~\11 
men shn'uld he art i-.,L·. I 'm an art.Js1. 
\Y pJl if vnn se<> a pie tu l'l', a bcautz;u! 
piclu'n· d1at evPrynnl'. 10\ ~::-;, }~ou'll see 
a roon1 with PVerythm~ m 1L tossed 
artistically on thc> n onr (1 d~e our common 
room), lht> children ar~I.ttcally.smuug<'cl 
willt li ht and :had· 'fled.:;, fherr clothe.:; 
aiii Li ·ally fre · from. bca. tly .hor1k:-; ~nd 
buttons, and evcryllnng. Ut autzju{. ... ow 
my \\'ife i::; ~dw~y;:; harpmg, l~arpmg; ~nd 
on this prJJnt, T rPally cant con::;clen-
tiou::;]y crin· in to her. 1 want onr home 
to lo<)l- ~l pietm·p and ::;he dof'sn't. !Tou 
st>e !hP poiuL i::;, th.ll C\'PII lhe love oJ art 
has' IJecome . y lemati ed- y tema·I ed. 
thal'.· U10 wnnl. E\·ery llP lon'3 art. 
'llwy all go to . 0e bc·a!lliful pictt.1res 
of uak<'tl people a1~~l cup1rls and thmgs 
like that, a11d say Jls lovd\', bnt when 
•t mudrst 01 i rinal man want.; t J dm e:op 
l1is a,. i ·t'ie soul and livt' 1 il-e a picture. 
thC'y say it.~ lzon·i(t and n,m .. ·t\ .' '~hat's 
whal my w1f" doe.: ~hP::; con\ ~nt10nal. 
I tell her its arftstu:. I go hare1cd, but 
.·he ''ill in itd on harping . l'or boot::;. 
~he iH:kno\\ Jrdgcs that o1tr ohldren ar~ 
eupids ancl picture. and all that sort. of 
lhinp;, hut whl'n I w<n.ll her to thrc:a~ 
a JWaeh leaf on a slr~ng and drape 1t 
arti::;tically as a cm·erm<r an~ so save 
timP and tronhle, . he t1ay: I r.n a lazy 
hrut(•l \\"hy, it:, iL' ~wtedelunan to be 
horn na kt>d, a u cl so B arl. T~wn \~hy 
do \\t' vvear clotlw~ _at all? ~\_hy 
shouldn't''(' aH !Jc art1 ·tr ·naked farn.e ·, 
Gupid ·, p.yche· bath!nc: and all that kmd 
of thinrr '? C'OllVPJ1 lJOJI, order, sy;:;tPtll, 
that's ~~hat's 1lw malter. Tim~) and 
again I'v<' pointed out t the \YI.fe lhe 
\Vonderful aid to rharact.c•r-Jorm~d on an 
ar!islic house is. \Vhen she SI~s on a 
rickety chair and it spr~ads, It's not 
my fault; and see how 1t encourages 
·nntrol of tcm11qr. \Vhy, she's not mor~d. 
Hi ·kely chair· are a boon. Then arram, 
if u1w wants anvt11ing, if one has a com-
parlnH nt-brain, ··and has it placed in a 
pi1rpun hole, it's quit.P an nutuma ic:, will-1(·~ .. action to drag it nnt. Hul if one is 
nr!i . .;tic, tlw finding of il dm·elope~ one's 
bra in woudprfnll'i H creates patience, 
SPI r-('Oll(rol, st.imu la Le:-> the inventive 
facull ins, in sholt, practically equips an 
arli.·l for lif". That's lhe point. I be-
lil'\"C thnrocwh~y in the mouldina force of 
l'llvironmcJJL · U 's S('ientific. IJrpecl a 
man in artistic surroundings, and ten 
to on<' yoLt're got a geniu ·. I wa · born 
in arlisLic sllrroundinns, and in fact, 
I was born nalced, but that's not the 
point. Then lherc>'s heredity. Now most 
pPople don'l know <~nyt.hing about her:e-
dily. I do. l'm scH'nb.fic. You see Its 
all lra~h to ~ay as yonr fatlwr is so you 
cll'P. 'That's nc)t heredity. OJ1erwre I'd 
IH' dead. . \J that blows that theory 
out. No, hPredil~; says that il' you're a 
grPa I man. y!)u \re had a mighty great 
aJH~f'stur sonie\\'lwre. 11ow l'm great] so 
I hat shows ~oeratos was my ,great-uncle. 
'I h0 thing [ ea n 'I understa11d, though] 
is that l s ·cm to ha ,.e married Socrates' 
wif<•. Now lww can that be? Then I'm 
arli~tic, so thal ciP<tr y prove::; Diogene . ., 
\\ras in my din•c! liue of descent. You 
see he was so ar: i ·tic that he couldn't 
find mn tlzt'ng. Thal lwcame very awk-
ward ''hen hi· lady friends called lo 
:Pe him. So hl' say .... lo himself, '·~ Tuw 
Doggy, jnst you gird y_our shirt a boul 
you, and hang 011 to that." You SPe hP 
wa::; rPally a Dandy, and Beau Hrum-
uwl's nncle1-\\ e'rc all in the di1ect liul'. 
\\\•11, when he goi tired looking for his 
hair-oil and face-cream, he thought he'(l 
have a bath. ~o he did his tumbies and 
found the tub tu lw SLI<'h a comfortable 
S('at that he say~ to himself, "Now, 
Doggy) by gum, we'll hang on to this] I 
can a cl ually find tlw son p in the \Vater.'' 
That's how he became converted and 
si;Hted Jiring artis'ically. . 'o he turned 
!hP tub on one ·idl', and jammed some 
frc·sh hair-oil and lace-cream close to the 
hul Lom near the top, nnd wrapping his 
one shirt artistically around him, slept 
lhc sleep of freedom. TherPafter, he 
wenl out of doors to do lli;:; loiJet. That's 
sensible. I think so, and I'm modest} 
by gum! 
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The Essay and Some Essayists. But I'm almost in despair with our 
house. The wife wiLt keep things tidy. 
\Vhen I lose a thing, and just begin to 
revel in the growth of initiative, I daren't 
ask my \vife where it is, for she's bound 
to know and that spoils everything. The 
only place left where I can be artistic 
is lhe bookshelf. Some men's book-
shelves are a disgrace-no variety, no 
change,-all companments. A space ior 
books dealing with science, another for 
Art-faugh I half the profit of books i::; 
lost that way. Some people ridicule 
chance. They're not artistic, nor scien-
titic either. They say it's foolish Lo 
think the universe was made b_~ a for-
tuitous concourse of atoms. But you 
just try it wilh books and you'll soon 
prove the whole thing. By the way, 
this is the kernel of my new meta-
physics. ' 'Books, higgedly-piggedly, all 
in a row" I That's the motto. My Look-
shelves are a whole picture o[ bristling 
suggestiveness. Just read now. There's 
the "Prolegomena to Ethics" cheek by 
jowl with '·The Devil." Now, isn't that 
a clear showing that chance is intelli-
gent? Let me demonstrate. "The 
Devil ?-Prolegomena to Ethics-The 
Devil!" \Vhy, you could write a book 
on lhat. 
Oh well, I must be going. ·What's 
that? No, not just now. Fact is, I like 
to be full, it's artistic, Bohemian, but-
er, the wife's an orderly crank. I'll 
have a smoke. . . . Shades of Sys-
tem, where are the matches? 
DRYASDUST. 
On the Border. 
Child I thou lovest the day and the sun: 
\Voman I thou lovest the night and the 
moon. 
Do thou give me both treasures in one 
In thyself-a measure:ess boon. . 
Child I thou lovest to laugh and to sm1le : 
\Voman, thou lovest to 9-ream and to 
sigh. 
0 child, sunny heart, without guile, 
And woman, far deeper, draw nigh. 
Child-woman I thou wonder or years-
Bud's beauty and fulness of flow'r-
Laughter all mingled with tears-
Ages enwrap't in an hour I 
PHILIPHAGH. 
The essay is the pure and typical act of 
literary expression. It is nobly artificial. 
Poetry is the child of Passion, and must 
needs be born; and in the novel content is 
of prime importance, style only in so far as 
it may help this. But in the essay style or 
manner is the first consideration; manner is 
the justification of its being, and here, for 
once, the claims of matter are subordinate. 
1 his formal nature has made it the repository 
and preserver of the beauties of our tongue, 
the specialist in the art of writing and the 
teacher of style. It is the prose sonnet. Pre-
scribed for it are limitations and prqhibitions, 
such as hedge about the sonnet, and in their 
due observance are its beauty and its 
strength. 
The essay is not a careful statement of the 
latest truth revealed to the searcher after 
truth. }t.ather is it a developed opinion, in-
stinct with the personal prejudice of its 
writer. It makes, indeed, no contribution 
to the body of truth. Its criterion is its 
beauty. It is to be appraised as a feat of 
artistry, and valued for its appeal to the 
cesthetic sense. As a feat of artistry,)t wil! 
be nice in its choice of words: it will bear 
looking ipto: it will rely for its full effect 
upon a close and critical reading, a savour-
ing of its phrases: it will ask to be read 
and re-read and read again. Standing mid-
way, as a golden mean, between the contro-
versial pamphlet and the scientific treatise, 
it will escape the ranco'Jr of the one and 
avoid the dry dustiness of the other. You1· 
complete essayist is a ripe man, mellowed 
with the slow process of time, a Horace of 
prose, and his essay will be a living, breath-
ing portion of himself. 
The rules which govern essay-writing are 
implicit and instinctive, but we may en-
deavour to formulate the chief ones here. 
In the first place, the essay must be com-
plete in itself. This does not refer to a 
logical or mathematical completeness: 
"there is no such thing as the whole truth." 
It means, perhaps, rather an appearance 
than a reality of completeness, a complete-
ness which will suffer the essay to stand 
alone and upright as a separate creation. 
This is not a formidable requirement, for the 
writer with any niceness of taste will be con-
stitutionally unable to leave a ragged edge. 
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In point of length, as this question is to 
be determined by the purpose of the writer 
and the nature of his subject, no definite 
rule can well be laid down. Yet no essay 
should, we think, exceed that length which 
may be comfortably covered in a sitting. 
For the essay's subject there is a wide 
variety of choice, with one restriction to be 
carefully observed : the subject should be in 
no wise. controversial. The tone of the 
ideal essay is that which breathes from a 
trumpet of the purest silver, blown with 
slow and steady breath-unimpassioned, 
calmly sweet, and certain of itself. t\Vithin 
its delicate compass is no room tor the heats 
of faction or the thunderous declamation of 
prophet and seer. You may have pathos 
and a gentle melancholy and a joy which 
does not effervesce too brawlingly; but 
nothing rising higher than a sane exulting, 
or sinkin~ lower than the still deeps of re-
signation. 
As this form of writing is not in any 
degree a_ scientific treatise, the aim of the 
essayist, as regards content, should be in-
terest. This is best attained by according 
personality free permission to tinge its 
utterances. We want prejudice rather than 
principle, and fancy and imagination before 
close reasoning. Be foolish, be impossible 
if you will, is our demand, but give us of 
your intimate things, and array them in your 
finest words. 
The words which introduce an essay had 
best be set down in no hesitating fashion. 
The first sentence means the first impres-
sion: it should not falter, qualify itself, or 
be other than sturdily confident. It need 
not be indisputable, but then it must be de-
fiant. A long sentence, broken by paren-
theses and shorn of its effect by qualifica-
tions, will alienate the reader at the outset, 
and prep_9.re a cold reception for all that 
follows. And something of the same prin-
ciple is applicable to the parting words. 
They must complete the movement which 
the opening sentence began. They must 
lay the question quietly to rest, or resign it, 
with cheerfulness, to other hands, or con-
fess, with smiling face, that the issues are 
too great. Hesitations, double-mindedness, 
and the like are for the body of your essay : 
let the extremities stand firm. 
The great essayists have not been giant 
intellects of the creative order, but men of 
mellow culture, rich in delicate fancy, and of 
a fine taste in musical effect. Thus Bacon, 
notable essayist as he was, father of the 
English .essay as he has been called, is not 
the typical essayist. That place belongs 
rather to the slighter man, the lovable old 
worldling and egotist, Montaigne. To 
modern taste his page is disfigured by the 
multiplicity of clas ical quotation, but :\11 his 
writings are rich \Yith personality, and there 
is about them no disturbing dogma. We 
listen to him, as it were, across the dinner-
table, smile at his conceits, agree with his 
kindly cy.nicisms, and feel strangely warmed 
by it C\Jl. His egotism is frank and 
unashamed, and wholly charming. He 
avows it in his preface: "Thus, gentle 
Reader, myself am the groundworke of my 
booke: it is then no reason thou shouldest 
employ thy time about so frivolous and vaine 
a subject." Naturally, on reading thi~, we 
turn at once to the first essay, and prepare 
for some enjoyment, as we may be bound 
that shrewdest of men knew we should ! 
Yet we cannot count Montaigne com-
pletely as an English essayist. The 
thoughts of the man come to us, we are fain 
to believe, without interruption through 
Florio's translation, but it cannot be for-
gotten that our tongue was not the chosen 
vehicle. Though this be so, Florio has 
brought him into our English for all time; 
his influence has been like a paternal hand 
upon the hea<ls of essayists ever since; he 
who has given us so much has all but given 
us himself. 
Addison was a great and healthful in-
fluence upon our essay-writings, and indeed 
on all our prose. His style has been well 
called a ''golden mediocrity,'' and for sanity 
of expression and solemn fineness of diction 
-it is, in some sort, a "broadcloth" style-
he has perhaps never been surpassed. But 
we are always suspicious of Addison's self-
revealings. It is invariably our thought 
that he has shown us, not his truly intimate 
self, but some self which he has - prepared 
and wrought up well for the occasion. He 
was, so to say, too well-bred for an essayist. 
Charles Lamb is a wholly lovable writer. 
He has the art of charm in egotism in its 
highe.st form. All his essays have the air of 
confessions. He buttonholes us, leads us 
impulsively away into a corner, and stam-
mers out his quaint fancies and his beautiful 
absurdities, until our feelings are com-
pounded deliciously of laughter and tears. 
"Old China," "Poor Relations," "Dream 
Children"-wherever the word "essay" is 
spoken these names are among the first half-
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dozen that reach the mind. Hazlitt says of 
him, very happily: "He l>lurts out the finest 
wit and sense in the world.'' 
Hazlitt himself \Ve have ever been inclin d 
to name the typical English e~sayist. This 
is because he stands most squarely in the 
centre of essay-writing, and in him there arc 
represented, in some degree, the prominent 
traits of the greater of his fellows; the per-
sonal note of candour which endears Mon-
taigne to us, the solid soberness of Addison, 
an occasional sparkle of Lamb's quaintness-
these belong to Hazlitt too, and are com-
bined in him. And this is not to deny Haz-
litt a character essentially his own, though 
one which it is not easy to describe in words. 
It is, p~rhaps, a vigour of thought, \\hat 
might be c-alled a "muscularity" of thought, 
to which, indeed, is sacrificed some of that 
charm which belongs to other writings, but 
which has its own appeal to a peoe.Je in 
whose conceptions strength and beauty l~ave 
gone hanrl in hand from the beginning. 
There is beauty, too, in Hazlitt, but the 
power, the rugged power, is app·uent first. 
He is specially at home in his drawings of 
character. 
It some phrase must be shaped to charac-
terise the style of Matthew Arnold, we shall 
prefer that of ''a noble seriousness.'' Arnold 
gives littJe room to play of fancy; there is a 
moral steadiness to be felt behind his sen-
tences. Here and there he has left the way 
of the essayist and become consciously the 
teacher. His earnestness has impelled him 
thither. But his earnestness takes on no 
ugly or cepelling form, and sanity of spirit, 
that prime qualification of the essayist, is 
his in eminent degree. His style is quite 
free from what he himself has finely called 
"the note of provinciality." It is not over-
loaded, over-rich, in any way excessive; 
there is with it no straining towards effect. 
Neither are his words strange words from 
the vocabulary of the learned, but he uses 
with power and beauty the well-worn current 
coin of our English tongue. 
''Though we are mighty fine fellows 
nowadays,'' says Robert Louis Stevenson, 
",ve cannot write like William Hazlitt." 
There was one amongst modems who could, 
and that was Stevenson himself. The essay 
in - which the statement comes, ''\Valking 
Tours," is well worthy to be read in com-
pany with its prototype, Hazlitt's "On Going 
a Journey." Stevenson's charm is indefin-
able, but that is the first attribute and the 
very essence of charm. You shall ~oil m 
vain to analyse it, you may only enjoy it. 
Stevenson himself w uld s t it down to 
assonance, ·with some hint of alliteration 
lying snug--but \\ e need not believe him. 
Sutiicient that the charm is there. A love of 
cleanness and the open air, a courage daunt-
less an4 refusing to be broken, a ''fine 
t rcnzy'' of taste in the writing of English-
these hm e made for us, and for future ages, 
in Robcrt Louis Stevenson one of the master-
essayists. Fittingly may we leave him the 
last word: ''You lean from the window, 
your last pipe reeking whitely into the dark-
ness, your b dy full of delicious pains, your 
mind enthroned in the seventh circle of con-
tent; \'v hen suddenly the mood changes, the 
weath r-cock goes about, and you ask your-
self one question more: whether, for the in-
terv:ll, you ha\'e b en the wisest philosopher 
or the most egregious of donkeys? Human 
experience is not yet able to reply; but at 
least you have had a ilne moment, and 
looked dm\ n upon all the kingdoms of the 
earth. And whether it was wise or foolish, 
to-morrow's travel \\ill carry you, body and 
mind, into some different parish of the 
infinite.'' 
''DoN Q.'' 
The University Union. 
The Union debates have been held fort-
nightly during second term. The ~ttend­
ance has, on the whole, been good; but we 
should very much like a larger number of 
the g-raduates ad eundem to come down and 
take part; we sincerely hope that next year 
they will do so. 
On April I gth the following motion was 
proposed by Mr. Cassidy,-"That Univer-
sity degrees should not be conferr~d upon 
women.'' 1\fr. Cassidy was supported by 
Mr. Baxter and opposed by Mr. O'Brien and 
Misses .Phipps and McCulloch. After an 
interesting debate, during which several 
other members spoke, the motion was put 
and lost by a small margin of votes. The 
women attended in full force to oppose the 
motion. 
On June 16th ~fr. Dart proposed,-"That 
a N avv would be of more use to Australia 
than a·n Army." Mr. Dart \Vas support~d 
by Miss McCulloch, and opposed by Messrs. 
Briggs, ::\Teilson, and Molesworth. After a 
lengthy debate, Mr. A. C. V. Melbourne pro-
posed, and Mr. Neilson seconded, an amend-
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ment to the effect,-' 'That Australia, as 
well as establishing a Navy, should create 
an Army'' ; which amendment was carried. 
The most interesting debate of the term 
was held on June 2oth, when Mr. G. E. 
Mayo proposed the following motion,-
"That the services of the medical profession 
should be nationalised.'' He was supported 
by Messrs. J. A. C. Wilson and Brigg~ and 
opposed by Messrs. Mursell, R. Wilson, and 
Molesworth. Sir David Hardie and Dr. 
Hirschfeld were both present at the debate, 
and both spoke against the motion. Mr. 
Mayo ably replied; but at the suggestion of 
the President it was decided that a vote 
on the motion should not be called for. 
On July 5th the motion before the meet-
ing was,-"That judges should be appointed 
by the existing bench, and not by the 
Cabinet as at present." This was moved 
by Mr. A. C. V. Melbourne, who was sup-
ported by Messrs. K. ff. Swanwick and Dig-
nan, and opposed by Messrs. M;ursell, 
Barker and Geraghty. After an interesting 
debate the motion was carried by a majority 
of two. 
A telephone has been installed in each of 
the Common Rooms; their use is free of 
charge; but as both the rent and price of 
calls are paid out of the Union Funds, mem-
bers are requested not to use them except 
when necessary. 
Mr. H. Dinning has kindly commenced 
furnishing the walls of the Men's Common 
Room by presenting us with two pictures. 
Two other constituent clubs-the Dramatic 
and the Musical- have been active during 
this term. B. H. M. 
The Musical Society. 
This term the Musical Society has gone on 
from the pure practice of Art for Art's sake 
to practice Art for the purposes of a semi-
public performance in the Common Room, 
before members of the University and their 
friends. As we write, the projected per-
formance is a week ahead ; and when the 
Magazine shall have been printed, the Soc-
iety's Performance sha11 have been delivered 
from the world of "becoming," and shall 
haYe become of the world of the only true 
Reality-that is, of the thJngs that are over 
and past. The Society is a modest creature, 
much preferring Art for Art's sake; she 
would, had she consulted only her own res-
thetic feelings, have been content to live in-
definitely the life of mere self-development; 
her Art always flourishes best so. But she 
has a filial duty to do by the Union. The 
Cnion has adopted her; and though she was 
not a waif, and though she did not ask to be 
adopted, and though the Union has not been 
at the trouble and expense of clothing and 
educating her; yet the Union has been kind 
in a fatherly way-has, at any rate, housed 
her (though in a dwelling indifferent clean), 
given her generous pocket-money-which 
she has spent altogether in good literature 
-and bought (chiefly for Her-though she 
shares it with the rest of .the family) an ex-
tremely fine play-thing. So that, on the 
whole, the Society is more than glad she 
ever was adopted ; and filial gratitude urges 
her hourly to make some return to her bene-
factor. And since she never was taught 
sewing (as the appearance of her music-
books will show), nor stenography, 
nor cooking, uor any of the average 
accomplishments of a practical young 
woman-lacking all these, she is obliged _ to 
fall back on her Art. She will be ''At 
Home" to her friends on the second of 
August; the hostess (in doubtfully good-
ta.ste) will ask no single guest to sing, but 
w1ll herself be at the piano all the evening ; 
and to cap this unique scheme of entertain-
ment, she has contrived delicately to in-
sinuate on the card of invitation that, in 
return for the privilege of getting invited, 
her guests are permitted to contribute sin-
gulum robertum towards .the upkeep of her 
father's house. Well, who would not 
applaud her motive? 
The Society will continue practice dur-
ing the better part of Third Term-just to 
show (for one thing) that money-making is 
the merest incident with her. The music 
for prac.tice is contained chiefly in the First 
Book of Novello's Glees. 
Mr. Lewis resigned the Secretaryship 
during the Second Term; and the Com-
mittee offers him its thanks for his services. 
The newly-elected Secretary is Mr. R. S. 
In·ine. 
There are vacancies in the Chorus for 
singers of any part-but particularly for 
sopranos and tenors; and the invitation to 
join extended in the last issue of the Maga-
zine is renewed here. 
H.W.D. 
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The Dramatic Society. 
'1 hi~ term has been a very busy one for 
the Dramatic Society. Rehearsals have 
been held twice a week in preparation for 
the eomin ~ perform. wee, which will take 
place in the Centennial Hall on Satur·· 
day, August 30th. T. \V. Robertson 's 
· · ;:,e.twol ha.' been chosen for represen· 
tatwn. J.J 1s a .t_ull-time comedy, in four 
acts, of the J\Iid-Yietm·ian period, and will 
ue -b Laged by the soc1ety in the costume of 
the time. 
J uu,;ing from the krenr1ess with which 
Le "o1k l as been t~1 ken up, and the regu· 
l r altenna11ce of the caste at rehearsals, 
"e may confidently .assert that this year's 
.tJI..i ... rormanee ·will be highly successful; 
• L~ \V 6 t10pe that the fundS Of the rnlOll 
will be considell'a1Jly increase9- thereby. 
'vVe would therefore ask all memheTs of 
the Un~on to take a personal interest in 
bringing .about this desirable result· 
Is is -vvith regret that we rLcord the de-
parture of :Mr-- Tivey, who, 1t will be de· 
llWllll.Jered, \\as one of the ptime movers 
in the founding of the Society. We take 
this opportunity, on behalf of the mem· 
hers, of wishing him every ~uccess in 
the future. 
Our thanks are due to 1\Iessrs :Mayo anP. 
Stable, who h.a 'e devoted so much time 
and energy to the production of the play. 
'Ne are also indebted to Mr· A. S. Dodds. 
who has kindly provided us with a copy 
of Robertson 's plays. 
Editor's Chair. 
We desire to extend a welcome to these 
gentlemen, added to the lecturing staff : 
Mr. A. C. V. Melbourne, B.A. ; 
Mr. A. K. Gray, B.A. 
To Mr. Melbourne our apologies are due 
for what is apparently a tardy welcome. As 
a fact, however, Mr. Melbourne was offered 
a greeting in the manuscript which went to 
press for the last issue ; but our good 
wishes, unhappily, never got printed. Mere 
setting-up in type is, however, an incident; 
we look to Mr. Melbourne to have received, 
in some telepathic way or other, our good 
wishes a term a~o. 
Mr. Gray is of Jesus College, Cambridge. 
We welcome him in a kind of flutter; for 
he was Editor of the ''Cambridge Review.'' 
\Ve invite his criticism and advice-and even 
foresee bulky contribution from him, indited 
by sheer force of habit. 
'vVe receive these men gladly; the other 
side of the shield shows a departure from 
amongst us; and that is not to our liking. 
VvT e are sorry to lose Mr. Tivey, who will 
leave at the end of this term to 'sojourn a 
couple of years in America, before settling 
into a responsible position connected with 
the electrification of the Victorian Railways. 
Mr. Tivey came to us at the close of a rich 
ten years of undergraduate life; and that is 
an endo\vment which he could no more help 
sharing with us th4tn he could forget the 
wily ways of Undergraduation. In a general 
way, we have profited as much by the former 
as the Engineers under his eye have lost by 
the latter. This is not very logically ex-
pressed, we fear; what it means is that, on 
the one hand, the body of students has been 
the richer for Mr. 'fivey' s public-spirited-
ness, and that, on the other, he has gener-
ally been reckoned a "wily man" in th ·~ 
lecture-room and the lab. Mr. Tivey's art-
fulness would have been utterly wasted upon 
the sweet innocents in Arts; but in the 
School of Engineering, we understand, 
diamond has sometimes cut diamond. And 
when Mr. Tivey has gone, the Engineer has 
still Professor Gibson' s "tricky smile" to 
contend with. 
But it is Mr. Tivey's public-spirit which 
the Undergraduates, as a body, will miss 
most. He has helped well and truly to 
found the Musical Society and the Dramatic 
Society and the University Union. And his 
effort has not stopped s_hort and ephemeral 
at inauguration. He has faithfully sup-
ported these Clubs; and, as first President 
of the Union, his tact and administrative 
ability have been valuable pioneering forces. 
We wish him bon voyage and long life 
and much happiness. 
--~ 
We have not finished our farewellings. 
This term Mrs. Parnell retired from her 
position on the lecturing-staff. We will not 
say a downright farewell to her; because she 
is not going to Europe, and we hope she will 
continue, in a sense, to be of us. All Mrs. 
Parnell has done is to come down from the 
upper-air to our own world, where Lecturers 
always are at their best-though Mrs. Par-
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nell, as a lecturer, was never inaccessible. 
And the nearest we will come to bidding her 
farewell is to wish her all happiness in her 
new way of life. And this we do most 
heartily. 
Mr. Cholmeley has been pnme-mover m 
the inau~uration of an Essay Club. It 
should ultimately come to be the most 
typically academic Club within the Univer-
sity. Everything in its Constitution helps ·to 
that. The membership is limited. The 
Undergraduate membership is limited in 
number to twelve, and limited in kind to 
men-chiefly those reading for Honours in 
Arts. First-year men are ineligible for 
membership. Even the lecturing staff has 
limitations put upon it in claiming member-
ship; and members who are neither Under-
graduates nor Lecturers may not exceed 
three in number. The aggregate member-
ship may be not more than twenty-one. The 
Society will meet at most twice a term, in 
a College or in the home of a member. A 
man will have (say) three months' noti-
fication that an essay is expected of him. 
He may choose his own subject; and it inay 
range almost without restriction. Another 
member will receive due notice that he is to 
open in discussion of the thesis of the 
essayist. The essay delivered, adequate and 
appropriate refreshment shall be served (in-
cluding, inter alia, it seems, anchovy toast, 
in conformity with a tradition) ; then shall 
be brought forth the sacred pipes, and the 
debate u~on the thesis shall proceed for two, 
three, four hours, according to the merit 
and suggestiveness of the paper. Through 
membership here, surely, lies one way to get 
understanding-as distinct from mere know-
ledge. It is the Society's good fortune to 
have Mr. Cholmeley for first Secretary. 
We trust the vaccination scare is over and 
gone. As members of a University com-
munity, we have, unhappily, not only to con-
sult our own hopes and fears relating to 
smallpox, but also to reckon with the remote 
chance of its bare appearance within our 
walls, and all that the law of "contacts" 
would then involve us in. Yet, suppose, for 
the sake of argument, that we had all been 
floated-down to quarantine; what could we 
not have done, in that enforced, Utopian 
segregation ! What would it have been but 
a glorious Mast-head Island picnic, 
glorified 1 
The subject, "Dreams Academic," of the 
Editorial of this issue, was more than once 
near to taking another turn in the treat-
~ent: dreams of a permanent University 
Site, of longer shor~~vacations, of a 
Women's College, and so forth. Nor is. any 
of these necessarily ''Castles in Spain.'' 
Good luck to G. L. Byth ! He holds a 
travelling-scholarship awarded by the Uni-
versity ot Sydney. He left for Oxford at 
the end of July, and will go into residence 
at Balliol. 
Sometimes I am afraid of life. The lec-
t~re has dragged its slow length away, my 
fingers are weary of the pencil, the work I 
have. done seems little and what there yet 
remams to do looms vast, and I turn towards 
home with tired eyes and heavy feet. At 
these time~, ~ife is a huge and hostile giant 
to me, gnnmng menace every way I look. 
I .can see ~own a long vista of years, filled 
with weanness and failures and mistakes 
I must leave unsolved. I see them all with 
cruel vividness and my spirit quails before 
them. Then, in a moment, to my aid rein-
f?rcements rush tumultuously in through all 
ftve 8enses. For I have turned out of that 
cold and lonely street and now am jn a 
place of light and sound, warm with human-
ity, filled with the rush of men. Those were 
the city's cold extremities : this is her warm 
and heaving breast, with a great heart throb 
throbbing underneath, and to that breast I 
am safely gathered ·in,_ a comfortable child. 
What has happened ? Why I have seen 
the Average Man with his foolishness and 
his weakness and his humanity, I have seen 
that he is an animal, a child and a god and 
. h ' ' wit a .strange comfort at my heart, have 
taken him for my road- mate. You shall call 
him no more. "The man in the street." 
He is m~nkind. He is St. George with a 
dragon underfoot. He is my very good 
friend. 
Mr. Cassidy was officially farewelled by 
the Students' Association at a River-trip on 
the 4th August. Mr. Marsden offered Mr. 
Cassidy the good wishes of the students; 
and Professor Steele congratulated and fare-
welled the Rhodes Scholar on behalf of the 
Teaching-Staff. Mr. Cassidy acknowledged 
the expressions of good will. 
We again wish him all happiness and suc-
cess, and-what is of far greater importance 
than mere success;--the fulfilment of all the 
possibilities of self-realization which now 
are his. 
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Sport. 
CRICKET CLUB. 
The Cricket season 'IYill soon be with us 
an~ the coming season will be one full of 
interest for University cricketers. First 
they must set out with a determination to 
see ~hell' team finish several pLaces bighcr 
on the list than was the case last season. 
And there is every 1eason to expect that 
it will do so. The members of last year's 
team have now all had the experience 
o£ a season's cricket in A. grade, and this 
season, too, there will be a much larger 
number of players to select from. In 
£act, we ·expect to be able to run two 
te.ams, one in A. grade, and one in B. 
grade, and it is hoped that when practice 
commences next term, all members of the 
'Varsity, \vho pLay cricket, will don the 
flannels and strive foT a place in one of 
the te.ams. 
We a1:e fortunate this year in having 
our practice-wickets on our own ground 
and all ready for• play as soon as we .are 
ready to use them. It has been found im· 
possible to have a match wicket put down 
on the Dom.ain for next season, and steps 
are being taken towards the obtaining of 
a match·wic],et elsewhere. 
Negotiations are on foot for commenc-
ing a series of annual fixtures with the 
Sydney Univen;ity. If arr.angements 
can be made, our first inter-Cniversity 
cricket match will be played during the 
incoming season. The prospects of this 
match should make competition for places 
in the te.am very keen, for not only will 
there be the honour of playing in an inter-
University match, but there will be 
the additional honour of playing for the 
University cricket team in its great inter-
Varsity match. 
The .annual staff-n:atch will in all pro-
bability again eventuate dur·ing the week 
prior to the commencement of. examina-
tions. It is intended to make this match 
the chief social function of the season in 
connection with cricket. 
Finally, we should like to thank that 
very small coterie of barrackers, who last 
V('ar zNtlouslv, 'veek by ""-~Pk, wet wicket 
~r dry, good luck or· bad, followed the 
fortunes of the team, and express a hope 
that <luring the coming season, their num· 
bers will be augmented ten-fold, twenty-
fold-nay, one·hundr'Cd-fold. 
B. H. M. 
'rENNIS NOTES. 
Since the last edition o.f the magazine, 
the various fixtures in which the Univer-
sity Tennis Teams have been engaged, 
have made considerable advancement, 
boLh .as regaTds those of the Q.L."r.A., and 
ah o 1 ho~ c of the Suburban Association. 
\Vhile none of our teams can boast of 
having m.aintainecl a premier position 
throughout the season, still consider,'l..ble 
progress has been made. The team in 
the AI. grade at AuchenflQ.wer has played 
already 7 matches out of which t~vo wins 
have b.cen scored; one forfeit has been re· 
ceived; and four· matches have been lost. 
Our team in the AIL grade has had, in all, 
9 nwtches, six of which have been lost· 
two forfeited and one won. With re-
gard to the Suburban Association, there 
was recently a re-distribution of teams 
with the result that both our_ mixed teams 
have llcen playing in the Second Division. 
Both teams have as yet not lost a match, 
and should secur'e eventually the two 
first places in the Division. 
\\re are i11 the happy position of being 
able to say at last that our new courts are 
quite finished; and we have been able to 
utilise them in the fixtures of our Ail. 
team, our teams in the Suburban Associa· 
tion and also in the Tournament. The 
Annual Tournament has been in pro· 
g::css now for several 'Yecks .and many 
of the events arc already nearing com-
pletion. Quite a number of exciting 
contests have been provideq in the han· 
clicap tevents, :llld <'I edit iH due to the dis-
c·rimination of the handicappers in their 
work The total number of entries re· 
ceived for the Tournament was 44, and, 
as in previous years, the Brisbane Sports 
Depot has very generously donated a first 
clasq r.acquet for the Singles Champion· 
ship o£ the University. 
The Q.L.T.A. has given us to under-
stand that the Sydney University intend 
again this year to send .a Tennis-Team 
to Queensland, and in all probability a 
match with our University will be arr.a,ng-
ed somewhere about the end of August 
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or the beginning of September. This 
match ''Till he the econd of its kind, and 
ought to arouse considerable interest in 
tennis circles. A. B. P. 
BOAT CLUB. 
A ra<'e bewern four:::; from the facul-
tie. of Arts and Engineering was held on 
July 4th. The result was as follows:-
Engineers Crew: P. H. Brown (str.), H. 
Scriven un. D. E· Bald win (2): F. G. Ray-
men (bow) . Arts Crew : ~· H. J ones 
(str.). E. H. Fischer (3), J. W. Nommen· 
sen (2), J. L. Mun~ell (bow). The 
course was .from .a point a short distance 
a bovr the Yietoria Bridge to the de.ad tree 
in the Domain. The Engineers got away 
at the start but were held closely by their 
opponents. At half-way there w.as a 
difference of about half a length. The 
Engineers, with a good swing gradually 
increasing their lead, winning eventually 
hy t"\vo-and·a·half length. 
l\1embers of the club wrlcome the pros-
pect of the building of a University Boat· 
House. The Sports-Union Committee 
have decided to mlike arrangements for 
an over-draft scheme to provide the funds 
necessary for the construction and pur-
chase of bo.ats. 
It has been decide~ by the Committee 
of the Club to hold a Challenge Eights of 
l\1aiclen status under the auspices cf the 
Club during the first week in October. 
The other Clubs on the River have been 
invited to enter crews for this race. 
HOCKEY. 
The enthusiasm evinced in hockey last 
term has continued, and is shown mainly 
in the increase in numbers attending the 
weekly practices. 
A match has been arranged against the 
team of the 1\f.aryborough Girls' Grammar 
School, to take place at Maryborough, 
on Lugust, 19th., should that date suit 
our opponents. The team, minus the 
'' vaccin.ateds,'' is practising energeti-
cally, and hopes to put up a good fight 
RIFLE CLUB NOTES. 
The gener,'tl meeting of the club was 
held on July 11th. Mr. M. 1\IcWhinney 
was elected captain. 
Several new m.agazine rifles have come 
to hand, and the position of the club is 
improving in eve-r·y respect. We hope 
shortly to have the Rifle Club team on a 
level 1vith that of other University teams. 
The Club contains not only good shots, 
and promising shots, but sufficient enthu. 
siasm. 
:Musketry could not be shot-off to time 
this year; so the grace extended to a new 
Club has been taken advantage of,-
thanks ·to Captain J ackson, of the Rifle 
Club Reserves,-.and all members counted 
as efficient. 
Some trouble has been experienced 
owing to "Lhe alterations to the EnoggeTa 
Range. These are now satisfactorily 
finished, an~ the range is in excellent 
condition. 
The Rifle Club suffers from .a common 
misfortune in being .short of the sinews 
of rifle shooting, as they may be termed, 
-or, less technically money. This is .a 
defect in its constitution, however, that 
must be met as well as may be. Fortun-
ately the supply of cartridges is adequate 
for even the worst shots, and the quality 
(as judged by results), almost all that can 
be desired. 
The Committee have been entrusted 
with the duty of dr.awing up rules for the 
guidance of the Club. Their chief effort 
up to date, which has yet to meet the 
approval of the general meeting, Tuns:-
Schedule A., Section IV. By-Law 13 (f), 
If, during a lull in the firing, the marker 
should raise his head in order to ascertain 
the cause thereof, the intending shot must 
quickly bring his rifle to .a suitable pos-
ition, and fire as speedily as possible, at 
the same time rema1•king, "Bob do·wn, 
your 're spotted·'' 
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Dying. 
Sinking slowly, dying. Tiring fast, 
The weary pulse drags halting on its 
way; 
Nearer treads Death with each drawn 
breath, 
And darker glooms the fading day. 
I 
In mercy, show the slipping sands 
To mark the long pain-spawning hours 
of Night I 
* * * * Dawn breaks the fear of death's hard 
gnp-
Love gleams the Hope of l{est and Light. 
DRYASDl ST. 
Finis. 
Life's paths are long arid hard to tread,-
The best but ends in death. 
Lengthen or shorten the year's long 
dread, 
The end comes sure,-the end is death. 
Oh for the pulsing red warm throb-
Wishes and waste of breath I 
False dreams of life, cruel dreams of 
love, 
The end · is near1-the end is death. 
DRYASDUST. 
The Students' Association 
The second term of the yea·r seems al-
ways to be the le.ast eventful of any in 
the doings of the Students' Association. 
Aftrr the worry of general meetings and 
elections we rest on our oars, so to speak; 
and it is not till the third term is in sight 
that we bestir ourselves and prepare for 
the final functions of the year. As was to 
be expected from the large number of 
students now comprising the Represen-
tative Council, it was found difficult to 
find a time of meeting suitable for all. 
However, by holding meetings on alter-
nate Tuesdays and Fridays in the second 
week of each month, we manage to ob-
tc.in a quorum. The Representatives saw 
fit to appoint .an Assistant Secretary. 
\Ve welcome Mr. R. Grant to the Council· 
The Executive took over the duties of the 
Entertainment Committee, who had diffi-
culty in finding a secTetary; and prepara-
tions are now well in hand for the fare-
\Yell River-trip to :Mr. Cassidy, Rhodes 
Scholar of 1913, the Annual Dinner for 
Men-Students and the Annual River 
'lrip· 
We compliment the new Editor of the 
University l\Iagazine on "the quality of his 
first issue·'' 
The Common-Rooms have passed under 
the di·rection of a Board of Trustees, con-
sisting of Professor P.riestley (chairman), 
:Misses Steedman and Dawson (represen-
ting the Women-Students), and 1\1essrs. 
Richards and Melbourne (for the Teaching 
Staff), A. J. Mrursden, E. Fischer, B. H. 
Molesworth, and J. Dignan. A list of 
Bye-Laws has been drafted, and it is to 
he hoped th.at every student will make it 
.a point of conforming to them. 
The Woman's Club. 
This ye:l.r the committee of the Women's 
Club has had to give most of its attention 
to the rather difficult task of keeping 
the common-room in order) and the news 
that a special committee has been formed 
to undertake that duty has relieved it of 
many of its difficulties. 
Within th~ last few weeks the club 
received a very acceptable! presentt of 
CT'Ockery, in ad<lition to former presents 
of a picture and a mirror. 
The second term of the year is the most 
active as regards the social . side of the 
club· At the beginning of the term an 
''evening'' was given to the staff and 
men students, which was very successful, 
as far as L.Umbers went. Some of the men 
very kindly assisted the' women to pre-
s.ant short dr~amatic scenes, which, to-
gether with a competition, helped the 
evening to pass' very pleasantly. 
The second evening, which was later in 
the term, was of a more formal character, 
and for women only. Representatives 
were invited from most of the clubs and 
societies in which women are interested, 
and though many who accepted invita-
tions we·re at the last moment unable to 
be present~ there was a very good attend-
ance. Interesting p.apers and addresses 
were given by 1\IIrs· Parnell and Misses 
Watkins, Page, Baird and Bonar· 
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.As an effort is at present being made by 
the women of Brisbane to give the women-
students a residential college, the need 
of which is felt in many T•espects, the 
student heard with great intere t ~:Iiss 
\V atkin' description of the home for 
women-students in Paris. 
These .are the last social functions to 
be undertaken by the club this year· We 
hope to make them annual, and that 
an equal or greater interest will be taken 
in them each ye.ar. 
M. G·D. 
The Christian Union 
During the second term this union has 
held teadily along its way· There have 
been no very great events to record; the 
activities of the first ter•m gradually died 
away, and the annual meeting is still ~o 
come. The coming annual m~eting w1ll 
doubtless see many changes. 1\iembers, 
·who have heen uch since the year one (in 
tl;p rniYersitv chronology), will be doff-
ing the mantle for the succeeding student 
generation to assume. The union will be 
t]le POOrer, hut the ,'U('Cl'Cding OfficerS 
ha v before them ar:. example to follow in 
tl11' 1 c>rformancc of their duties. They will 
not have to set a course in an enchanted 
sea· 
The weekly general meetings have been 
well attended. At the largest meeting, 
~ome three score nnd ten listened to Mr. 
l\~ayo 's address on the "Divinity of 
Christ, "-an address which it is beyond 
the ordinary student to criticise from the 
philo. ophical standpoint; yet for our-
selves, the divinity of ChTist, a working 
hy"'hothesis, is, we would hav<>. merely the 
stepping stone by which we may cross 
the uncertain mire of insidious disbelief, 
to the firm ground of experimental real-
ity. We were favoured, during this term, 
with addresses by Dr. Fitchett and Rev· 
C. J. Pr'Cscott, M.A. These gentlemen 
y.rere hc.ard with interest and advantage. 
l\1any city men have spoken on a wide 
range of subject, and we wi3h to convey 
our thanks to Dr· Youngman, Dr. 1\:Ier-
rington, 1\:Ir. E. C. Barton, Canon Micklem, 
Rev. E· 1\:I. Baker, ProfessoT 1\fic-
hie, George Sampson, Esq., l\1r. Wooclcraft, 
and Rev· de Witt Batty. 
The weekly prayer meeting has been 
held regularly at 1. 30 p. m on Tuesdays· 
Prayer must ever be the dynamic moving 
the mechanism of our union. Rev. Scott-
Fletcher showed in his address, as almost 
natural. the devr>lopment in a student, of a 
phase of mind indiffeT•ent, if not antag-
oni Hti(•. 1.o a devotional fr.ame. He then 
panted out the only sure safeguard. It 
was habitually to set .aside, each day, time 
for these exercises in which realities 
must farlP before the truly real. The study 
c>irelf' ' h~ve he>f>n cteadily working; a 
larger circle, if such we may call it, has 
been formed by 1\fr. wnson to delve 
into social problems. The interest this 
circle aroused vvas phenomenal. .Atten· 
dance has been good .and a syllabus is now 
under consideration. This circle should 
not be allowed to end in theory. 
The concluding thought in our mind is 
that associated with the Annual Austral-
ian Students Conference· When this may 
1 1 " 1,1 i " nnt "'"t tlf"'finj+n]y fi,ed. Tt 
will probably be held in Queensland. 
Should this prove true, we sha1J nPed a 
str•ong representation, and students are 
asked to make no engagements for the 
first week of the new year. 
P.H·B. 
Who's Who. 
(~HE LITTLE GOER.-"Does '( everything." But once T got countPd out. Very popular wi h one ·branch \\,.,f.._ . of 1h undergra.ds., very ~ unpopular "\VI,h the 
other. 
VACCU:M.-Covered by a mass or 
flu1Iy hair. Has not been utilized at 
the 'Varsity as much as it would like. 
0, that English would fill part of 1hat 
vaeuum I 
HO:MUNCULUS.-Has yet to lea,rn that 
cducalion consists in more th9-n gather-
ing os in November. 
HIT.-Amusements :-Driving, danc-
ing, driving. 
PLE-NOS.-Also has a motto-but not 
that of Homunculus. Deserves the im-
provement she has made at Tennis. 
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1. 2. 3. GO.-One of the Freshers. 
Sits on a pedestal- ome pedestals 
break. Nevertheless, count again-and 
good luck. 
A CLASSIC.-Appreciated by all who 
know h~r. Ar~usements :-Hockey and 
Secretanal duties. Best of luck in her 
second ye_ar also. 
\Vith the ladies a lean, lanky Scot 
Plays tennis a terrible lot. · 
But should he miss a smash 
He's been heard to say--Da~h 
It, and think naughty things he should 
not. 
Now Waldy the Fisch has a laugh 
That would cut ,a tomato in haugh · 
When I )leard it's rebound~ ·' 
I confess it did sound 
Like a cow that was seeking its caugh. 
Red rags, as a mark of vaccine, 
All over the "shop" may be seen. 
And a jar on the spot 
Makes one jump as i( shot, 
And count quickly from one to umteen. 
Correspondence. 
To the Editor. 
0 witless wight. who wields such power 
immense, 
Commensurate only with thy lack of sense, 
Thine autocratic power to pick and choose 
Makes would-be authors tremble in their shoes. 
Oave vermem! for, lo I this worm hath turned; 
So take this Ode in place of those you've 
spurned. 
For like art thou unto the gusty wind 
That ever blows,* leaving no trace behind. 
Omnipotent, you scan with withering glance 
Poor potted pars, to print which would enhance 
The reputation that you prize as high 
As first-class honours in psychology. t 
Yet, most obtuse, you chuck into the basket 
The choicest gems from out some poet's casket, 
May frenzied poets break thy addled head, 
And ghosts of slighted poems haunt thy bed! 
Until, worn-out by many a midnight walk, 
Humbled in soul by many a candid talk, 
Thou see'st fit to reconstruct thy mind-
Replacing sense, displacing empty wind, 
* Presumably "skites" · "Now could I drink 
hot Dlood 1"-Ed. -
t "My lord, there was no such stuff in my 
thoughts 1~'-Ed. 
And learn respect and reverence for thy 
betters-
The more so when the same are men of letters. 
I've finished. So Print thi , and thus be fair 
to candid crit{cs. 
Ever yours, 
[These verses contain a plea for the 
encouragement of contribut:on "in li6hLer 
vcin''-as the Journali3ts say. That such 
is our desire, we intimate by the ,-ery 
act of ptiblishing them; and even with-
out their publication. the intimation is 
implied in the Magazine Motto: sz"1nul et 
iucunda et idonea" vvas not chosen hap-
hazard. Gravitas neat is not among 
our ~irations. And if a contributor 
~as anything waggish to say. he may, 
1~ h~ cares, read iucunda in large, sanc-
honmg type-provided, that is, waggish-
ness is consistent with good taste. All 
beside that we insist on is a decent 
English style; and hy that we mean not. 
necessarily a prose. s'tylc modelled on 
that of Ruskin or Hooker, nor verse like 
Matthew Arnold's; but a style appro-
priate to the subject. 
There, g~ntle reader, is our policy-
or part of 1t. Mere profundity of theme 
and thought is not so much our business 
as that of Academic lecturers. Let's 
have both sense ana nonsensle; but let 
our ntlnsense be wit. 
Ed. U.Q.M.] 
Dore' s Dante. 
Through the nine realms of Hell with Dante had 
T travelled; but mine eyes were filmed, and saw 
Not t? the_ full till Dore strongly bore 
~~ w.Ith ~Im through those darker regions, clad 
\\ 1thm h1s mantle; so harshly did he add 
Horror to horror, so depicted 'fore 
Mine eyes the hideous ·pageantry that sore 
My so11l fell shuddering, all cow~d and sad. 
The knotted trees stood out in glowing light· 
The brutal harpies that upon th~m fed; ' 
The fro~en stream, the struggling, writhing, 
leapmg 
Throng of souls ; the flame; the anguish; and 
the sight 
Seared sore mine eye-balls, till I turned in 
dread, 
Fleeing the haunting wail of reetleas weeping. 
LOTQU. 
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Thos. Mathewson & Co. 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
(Establtshed in Queensland in 1864) 
Are Specialists with Children & Family Groups 
Their "ARISTO" Pictures 
are guaranteed proof against any 
damage by insects. 
~~ 
Enlargements made from any Old Picture 
and sent by post to all parts of Queensland 
QUOTATIONS SUBMITTED 
ONLY ONE ADDRESS 
Thos. Mathewson & Co. 
134 Queen Street, opp. Opera House, Brisbane 
Brisbane Electrical Co. 
(THOMAS TONKS) 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
and ELECTROPLATERS. 
Sole Agents for-HELLSEN·s DRY CELLS for 
Motor Cars, Motor Boats, Electric Bells, Medical Coils. 
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All CLASSES REPAIRS Undertaken ACETYLENE GAS INSTALLED 
Large Stocks of Lamps, Insulated Wires, Cables, 
Cells, Telephones, Telephones for Stations or 
Offices. Contractors to Queensland Government. 
ASK FOR QUOTATIONS 
Lamps, Burners, Fittings, Carbide stocked. Lowest 
Prices, Gas Plants supplied, Railway Department, 
Electroplating Plant largest in the State. 
ALL CLASSES of WORK Undertaken 
COMPETENT WORKMEN SENT TO ANY PART OF STATE. 
47 ELIZABETH STREET, BRISBANE. 'Phone 520 
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Th 
Depot in Queensland. 
Whatever your Sport-Tenms, Cricket, Golf, Football-we can 
supply you with your requirements. We have the "implements " 
and the "togs," and we charge the Lowest Possible Prices for 
them. Will you drop in and examine our Stocks ? 
F EY' 
THE BIG BLOCK BRISBANE 
A. P. r • • 
VICE-REGAL OPTICIANS and INSTRUMENT MAKERS. 
Vve specially cater for Univer-
sity requirements. ~ ote 
a few of our Lines. 
Microscopes 
by Bausch & Lomb, \Vatson, 
Reichert, Leitz, and Zeiss, for 
Biological & Petrological work. 
Dissecting Sets~ Stains, and 
other sundries. 
Mathematical 
Instruments 
by Harling, London, including 
Full sets, Beam Compasses, Slide 
Rules, etc. 
Liberal Terms to 
Students. 
N ate Address : 
~ 189 and 191 GEORGE STREET, BRISBANE 
.• 
CHAP MAN · & CO. 
QUEEN STREET 
For Household Drapery, Boy's and Men's Clothing, Millinery, Wraps, 
Fashionable Neckwear, New Gloves, New Hosiery, Dressmaking, Tailoring 
All our preparations for the present ~eason are now complete, and we shall feel 
honoured if you wm favor us with a visit. ~Our popularity is increasing Season by 
Season, because ·we are satisfied with nothing less than complete satisfaction to every 
customer every time. 
The Best is the Cheapest. From us 
you get the Best and Cheapest too. 
CHAPMAN & COMPANY, Queen Street 
-~~~ Under the Patronage of His Excellency the Governor. 
JOLLIFFE and Co., Limited 
Manufacturers of 
High-Class Vehicles, 
Farm Waggons, etc., 
includmg 
Abbott Bmmies, 
Phaetons, Corning 
Buggies, Dog Carts, 
Sulbes (in great variety), 
Buckboards, etc. 
7f&'€ 
Factory: 
145 LEICHHARDT STREET 
Telephone 1227. 
Awarded Gold Medal 
Franco-British 
Exhibition, 1908, and 
numerous Gold and Silver 
Medals 
at Brisbane and other 
Exhibitions. 
Registered Office and Showrooms: 
464-468 QUEEN ST., PETRIE BIGHT 
BRISBANE. 
'Phone 1804. 
P. O'C. Russell & Co., Ltd. 
71 ELIZABETI--1 STREET BRISBANE 
Agents for- E. Merck, Darmstadt 
G. Cussons Ltd., Manchester 
We Indent :VIicroscopes and Accessories from Leitz, Watson, Zeis~ 
and the other well-known makers. Students wishing to buy to 
advantage should place their orders with us. 
We Indent Laboratory Apparatus and Glassware from the leading 
British and Continental Houses and Manufacturers. 
lndentors for the University of Queensland and the 
Government Laboratories. 
DEPOT FOR MERCK'S DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND SPECIALITIES 
·St. Hilda' s School, South port 
ltbe <tburcb of JEnglanb 1btgb Scbool for a;trls 
Principal: Miss C. E. BOURN£ (formerly Head Mistress of the Maryborough Girls' Gr·ammar School) 
PUPILS PREPARED FOR ALL PUBLIC EXAM IN A liONS 
Sea Bathing Swimming Boating Tennis Basket Ball, etc. 
A happy home-life, combined with serious attention to study 
Inclusive Terms for 
Board and Tuition : 13 Guineas. 
For further particulars, apply to the 
Principal -
St. Hilda's, Southport 


